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The whole country seems to be one entire map of devastation.
The greatest part of·our houses are blown down and still lie in
their ruin, many of us not having the least cottage to secure
us from the rigor of the weather. The long incessant rains have
destroyed almost all our goods which lie intombed in the ruins
of our houses. Our corn is all beaten down and by means of
continued wet weather lies rotting on the_ground.
Our fences are laid flat so that the �ittle corn that escaped
the storm is devoured or destroyed by our hogs and cattle. Abund
ance·also of them were killed in the tempest by the falls of trees
which in infinite nwnber are blown down and lie in confused heaps
all over the country so that most of our cattle.are in great
danger of running wild, there being scarse any probability of
finding them out or possibility of drivirtg them home when they
are found.
In some places for 3 or 4 miles together. there is scarse one
great tree standing. All paths being so impassable that there
is no t�aveling on horseback and scarse any on foot, whereby all
society and communication with our neighbors, one of the greatest
comforts of our lives, is for many years rendered extraordinary
difficult. With the falls of trees the foods of our hogs is
likewise destroyed which will cause them all to run wild; or
which is as bad, they will all be starved from these and the
. like calamities which now attend us. We have too great reason
to fear the near approach of famine to complete all our miseries
which we pray God in his mercy to direct from us.3
Colonial South Carolina was--and the state of South Carolina is--situated
on a northwestern edge of a major hurricane "corridor" which originates in the
Atlantic Ocean just above the Equator.

Almost fourscore times between the first

storm of 1686 and the last significant storm, "David," in 1979, about once every
four years, coastal South Carolina was visited (and importantly affected) by
tropical storms.
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The storms levied a heavy toll of human lives and property,

for this coast and its sea islands are open, largely unprotected, and low-lying-
the highest elevations are rarely as high as twenty feet above sea level--and
since the 18th century have been increasingly filled with people, with several
towns and clusters of farms which grew into cities, ports, large-scale agricul.

.

tural enterprises, an d vacation centers ..
greater damage
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Destructive as were the swirling winds,

was usually caused by the "storm surge," the great dome of

violently agitating, wind-swept water, soraeti�es ap�roachinq ten feet high, which
crashed into and over islands, beaches, and shores near the "eye" of the storm,
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a bulldozer sweeping aw�y everything in its path, a�counting for nine out of
ten hurricane fatalities.

The most destructive storms moved against the coast

directly from the ocean, approaching from the sou�h and southeast.

If storm

surge and lunar high tide coincided, the cataclysmic effect was compounded, as
with the great hurricane of 1752, which propelled a seventeen-foot tidal wave
directly over Charleston, already a flourishing seaport of five thousand inha!:>i
tants.

"The flood," began an account in The South-Carolina Gazette, September 19,

1752,
came in like a bore, filling the harbor in a few minutes:
Before 11 o'clock, all the vessels in the harbor were on
shore, except the Hornet man-of-war, which rode it out by
cutting away her main-mast; all the wharves and bridges were
ruined, and every house, store, &c. upon them beaten down,
and carried away (with all the goods, &c. therein) . . .
and great quantities of merchandise, &c. in the stores on
Bay-street damaged, by their doors being burst open:· The
town was likewise overflowed, the tide or sea having rose
upwards of Ten feet above the high-water mark at spring
tides, and nothing was now to be seen but ruins of houses;
canows, wrecks of pettiauguas and boats, masts, yards
incredible quantities of all sorts of timber, barrels,
staves, shingles, household and other goods,· floating and
driving, with great violence, thro' the streets, and round
about the town. The inhabitants, finding themselves in
the midst of a tempestuous sea, the wind still continuing,
the tide (according to its common course)" being_expected
to flow 'till after one o'clock, and many of the people
already being up to their necks in water in their houses;
began now to think of nothing but certain death: But . •
they were soon delivered from their apprehensions; for,
about 10 minutes after 11 o.' clock, the wind veered to the
E.S.E., and S.W., very quick, and then • • • the waters
fell about 5 feet in the space of 10 minutes, without
which unexpected and sudden fall, every house and inhabi
tant in this, must, in all probability, have perished."
Many did perish, including nine who drowned on Sullivan's Island and twenty
German imigrants who died of injuries sustained when their ship was driven from
an anchorage in the harbor and dashed to pieces on the shore.
ings were blown down and washed away.
their city:

About 500 builc

The people of Charleston had to rebuild

on receipts from rice and indigo they built better than before,

creating a community whose impressive residences and public buildings earned it
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most of them Negroes who lived in poverty and primitive conditions on the

,...,

islands, were drowned, and thirty thousand were left homeless, with means of
subsistence, growing crops ruined and boats squashed or swept away.

The

October storm added injury to injury while it violated popular expectations.
A contemporary journalist, Joel Chandler Harris, filed a moving account of
the disasters of 1893 from St. Helena Island:
The oldest inhabitant /he wrote/ is able to remember some
v ery severe storms, but not such another year·of storms. He
is able to measure the intervals that have elapsed between
these disturbances, and from this measurement he has con
structed the comfortable theory that after every severe storm
there must be a peaceful interlude of ten or fifteen years.
But to-day, as he stands in the bright sunshine, the solemn
mystery of the marshes stretching away before hi:n as far as
the eye can reach, he shakes his head sadly, .and digs his cane
f eebly into the sand. His theory has been blown northeastward
i nto the sea, and it is no wonder he sighs as he wa_lks by your
side and points to signs of the storm's devastation that might
otherwise escape the eye of a stranger. A house was here or
a cabin. Nearby a shoal of dead bodies had been seen drifting
along, or were washed ashore. Here was where a magnificent
dock and warehouse stood, but there is nothing now to mark
its site except a few scattered piles . • • Here a house has
been staggered upon its end, there a boat has been flung into
the arms of a live oak • • . here a magnificent grove of live
oaks has been uprooted; there a broad-beamed lighter has been
lifted across the marshes; and yonder hundreds of tons of marsh
sedge have been spread over arable land • • • . This woman,
standing apart, as lonely as the never-ending marshes • . •
lost three children. She had five. In the fury and confusion
of the storm, she • . . managed to get them·all in a tree.
The foundations of this place of refuge were sapped, and the.
tree gave way before the gale, plunging the woman and her
children into the whirling flood. Three were swept from
under her hands into the marsh, into the estuary, and so into
the sea. They were never seen any more. 10
In Beaufort "every warehouse and wharf" was prostrated.

"Stores and offices

were inundated • • • Immense Guano factories were blown down and the ya,;.ming
sea swallowed their phosphate dredges with the heroic crews on board vainly
struggling to save them.

Men and boys driving their animals from the shore

to highe r ground were overtaken by the furious waves, swiftly borne back by
-" ., 11
the rece d.ing waves, both man. and beast . . . drowneu.

When Red Cross

'f
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workers reached the district, they found a great "dismal swamp" where the
dead lay about the shores unburied and the living either starving or.dying
of pestilence generated by decaying bodies or stagnant ponds of sea-water left
on what had been dry land.

As late as 1979, Beaufort coroner Roger Pinckney

reportedly found human remains in muddy creek bottoms on St. Helena that were
12
carbon-dated to the great storms of 1893.
A human catastrophe of such magnitude has not been visited upon coastal
South Carolina since, whether due to protective measures of some sort or for
some other reason is not certainly known.

The sum total of human lives lost

on this coast as a direct consequence of all tropical storms since 1900 is
about one-fortieth that of the single August storm of 1893:

1 death in 1906,

17 in 1911, 34 in 1940, 1 in 1945, 1 in 1954, 11 in 1959, and no deaths since,
for a total of 65.

However, through the first six decades of the twentieth

century the values of property destroyed rose to new heights.

The hurricane

called "Hazel," which ripped into the upper coast very .. late in the season
(October 15) in 1954, was equal in intensity and.raw destructive power-to the
August storm of 1893.

Advance warning helped prevent equal loss of life, but

there was no staying its devastation of the human environ.'tlent.

"Hazel" dealt

the South Carolina coast property damages in excess of $27 million.

At Garden

City her 106 miles-per-hour winds broke off the upper story of a large business
structure and flung it 300 feet into the souna.
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Despite this violent history, tropical storms generally had less than
determinative influence upon human settlements, institutions, and activities:
that is to say, their effect upon coastal South Carolina was temporary and
exceptional when viewed in the continuum of time.
losses might be heavy:

Individual and corporate

this crop of cotton or rice ruined, that ship or house

reduced to kindling, this life prematurely snuffed out.

It was ever the sa:ne--

7
people bent to nature's powerful thrusts but in the corporate sense did not
break:

the survivors picked up the pieces and continued their former lives

and former ways.
But sometimes the storms served as instruments of important change.

The

"September gale" of 1822 which plunged ashore between Charleston and Georgetown
literally washed away a "sum.'tlering" village at Cedar Island on the Santee; as
a consequence, the old resort site was abandoned as dangerously low-lying, and
McClellanville was founded nearby on higher ground as an alternative.

,.

The

storms of 1893 were partly responsible for the demise of the phosphate industry
at Beaufort, and a severe hurricane in 1911 gave the coup de grace to th� district's
already-troubled rice agriculture, so badly damaging diking systems that they
could not be profitably repaired.

Most recen½ly a hurricane of August, 1940,

struck Edisto with such devastating effect at high tide that the island's promis
ing career as a retirement and vacation resort was dislocated and postponed:
The beach was hastily evacuated by the Coast Guard, and
summer visitors drove away without taking time to gather their
belongings. Only one family /the Wallar Baileys/. . • delayed
too long. When they started to drive off, their car was caught
in the rising tide. Fortunately, they made it back to their
large, well-built, well-anchored house on the front beach.·
In their retreat they watched in terror as the waves broke far
inland behind their house, leaving them totally surrounded by the
angry sea. The roofs of houses �lid by, and sometimes even whole
houses . . . . The fa..�ily came safely through the storm.· But
they had such a fri ht that they sold /their property/
- and left
the beach for good. 4

1

Recurring storms influenced architecture in various directions at different
times.

For more than a century after English settiement, the prevailing view in

the Low country was that structures exposed to hurricane blasts had to be "solid
mason-work."

At the same time, there was always recognition of the value of

tall structures.

One indication �as houses built on high basements, or, to

put it another way, with their first stories starting hal�-a-story above ground.
Another, more ephemeral manifestation was massive storm towers built by planters

9
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Source: Dinesh c. Sharma, "Barrier Islands and Beaches: Coastal High
Hazard Areas," in Hurricanes and Coastal $terms, Earl J. 3aker, editor
{Gainesville, Florida, 1980), p. 118.

Subsequent developments--new instruments like radar and

and speed of advance.
aircraft and satellites

and computers, new knowledge about cloud patterns, and

the professionalization and bureaucratization of weather-watching and disaster
relief--all did their part to insure, in our time, that hurricanes can no
17
longer strike completely without warning or succor for the afflicted.
But difficulties remain.
only within limits.

Hurricanes, like the weather, are predictable

(An expert meteorologist who classified hurricanes by their

movements included "right-hookers" and "south-drop;ers" as well as "text-bookers"
and "straight-shooters" among the descriptive names.)

In order to predict the

points along an ocean front where wind and storm surge will present a hazard
great enough to justify the expense and inconvenience of mass evacuation of the
inhabitants it is necessary to know 12 to 24 hours in advance precisely where
the storm center will strike land.
a �rojection.
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Our current technology does not permit such

Indeed, in three out of four of the greatest hurricanes of the

twentieth century (±n terms of impact on the South Caro�ina coast)--those of 1911,
1940, and 1959--fickle storms more or less co�founded the experts of the Weather
Service, which finally issued belated warnings for all or portions of the South
Carolina coast one to three hours before the stor.ns' arrival.

The admittedly

more sophisticated technology of warning and organized response based on experi
enced weather and disaster preparedness agencies developed since the 1950s has
not yet been tested by a major storm.

Yet there has occurred a remarkable

latter-day concentration of human activities and habitations on the South
Carolina coast, especially on the beaches north of Georgetown and on the islands
south of Charleston and at Beaufort.

The somewhat paradoxical consequence, it

seems to many intelligent people who should know, is not food for complacency
but gnawing concern and fear that this coast and this people have never been
more vulnerable.
Robert Scott of the Charleston County Disaster Preparedness Agency suggests

11
that the best advice he can give for hurricane preparation is "cultivate a
friendship in Colurnbia.11
makes a basic point.
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Although this sounds defeatist in the extreme, it

When a hurricane warning comes, there still is not much

that can be done, if one lives in a vulnerable area! except evacuate to higher
ground as quickly as possible.
as �t sounds:

Even this is not always (or necessarily) as easy

the population on some beaches and most coastal islands is now

so large that there may not be enough warning time for safe evacuation of people,
for evacuation must be achieved by way of narrow roadways which run over low
lying embankments and bridges and are thus subject to closing by storm surge
or bridge malfunction or accident.

And even if all people escape, which experts

like Neil Frank of the National Hurricane Center doubt,
in the billions of dollars, is captive to the storm.

20

their property, valued

This has always been the

price exacted of those who were drawn to the "good life" on the South Atlantic.
The demand for, and soaring values of, ocean-side property in this state suggests
that, as ever, people are willing to gamble that benefits �utweigh a seemingly
remote danger.
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Now let us try, as a sort of conclusion, to understand the general meaning
of the preceding analysis.
If South Carolina faces a crisis on its islands, inlets, and beach�fronts,
it is one sweetened by success:

coastal South Carolina has not been so pros

perous since early in the nineteenth century, and sun-drenched beaches and sea
islands make a tremendous contribution.

Moreover, it is a crisis aided by

"politics" as it has worked at all levels in the recent past.

Local units of

government support the�selves mainly by taxes on land, and as a_consequence
heartily encourage any development of land which will increase assessed values.
Existing federal.flood insurance programs may have the same effect:

its public

subsidy, by shouldering a large part of the property insurance burden, has
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apparently encouraged people to build homes and businesses in even the most
hazardous areas.
What is to be done?

At the risk of being impertinent, I offer the following

suggestions.
1)

Local and state governments, the Weather Service, and various emergency

agencies like the Red Cross who are collectively responsible for developing and
carrying out procedures for dealing with hurricanes need to establish the closest
··.�
possible working relationships with each other before coordination is required
\

in a disaster.
2)

Goverrunent at all levels must create and enforce more stringent hazard

mitigation zoning and building codes.

If, as
' seems the case, the entire popu-

lation of all coastal areas likely to be affected by a great hurricane cannot
be evacuated by existing transportation systems within the warning time that is
li�ely to be available, perhaps a medium-run solution is that suggested by
William H. Wiicox of the Federal Emergency Management Agency:

vertical evacu

ation, that is, instead of moving everyone to higher ground some distance from
the coast, settling a portion of the endangered population into local high rise
structures which have been built and certi�ied to withstand hurricane wind and
flood.
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More stringent building codes would make vertical evacuation feasible.

More stringent hazard mitigation zoning would have the addi.tional benetit of
keeping a larger portion of beachfront areas "public" and ecologically "natural."
3)

We need impartial and detailed analyses of the emergency preparedness

capabilities of each of the coastal counties of the kind just completed by the
South Carolina Coastal Council for Hilton Head Island.
4)

We need well-conceived and perpetual public education campaigns to edu

cate the public both to the real hazards of hurricanes and to the necessity of
individu�l preparedness.
5)

Meanwhile, we need continued good fortune.

·----------- - --..-·--�--- -------- �-------
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CHRm:oLCG"f

(with Storm Tracks)

1699 Nov. 2

West Indian storm wrecked the ship Albemarle,
part of the first fleet 'Which brought .Englishmen
to a permanent set tlement in South Carolina, .2f!
Barbardos

1670

English colony ·sett led at Albemarle Point (later
"Charles Town.0 or "Charleston") in the n:outh of
a spacious bay formed by the Ashley and Cooper
rivers (formerly so-called Kiawah and Etiwan);
on Sept � 9 t he Secret ary of the Colony reported
to the spon�rs in London:. "The Collony is • • •
safely settled and • • • there only remains the
preservation of it. 11 (South Carolina and the
�, ed. Petit)

1686 Sept. 4

-

(2)*

A heavy gale, strtk iqg with sue.den fury, damaged
and drove away from Charleston a Spanish attack
fleet, while doing much damage to the English
settlemi:nt ("Spanish Repulse Hurricane")

'r�I ha-n used a scnle vhich combines "objective" data� particularly llind
speed, uith sit:uatioMl f.ictors.
T.ne United States Weather Service distinguishe� :.everal grades of hurricanes, which minimally pac� winds of a
constant 74 miles per hour, tropical storms, whose winds have a constant:
speed of 39 to 73 miles per hour, arid tropical depressions, Ylth ,;,1ind speeds
belov 39 miles per hour.
Since no means of determ\ning 'llind velocity and
central pressure,· and thus distingulshing the various grades of storms, existed
bafore the !ate 19th century, I have had to calculats the magnitude of earlier
sto�ms backwards, as it were, from effe�t to cause.
Early� late, the inter
action of the objective reality (tha storm) and situational factors determine
impact. · Among the most important situational factors are the' following:
1) tide stage and wind dlractlon; 2) the spatial spread and density of people
and property; 3) their vulnerabllit:�i based on such variables as: land ele-
vatlon, depth of coastal waters, distance to shoreline� type of sho�ellne (open,
protect-ad--i.e. by dunes or sea-w-all, bay, estuary), types of property and
activities and architectural styles; and 4) efficiency of social oreanization
and economic a nd scientific technology.

1

In this study, I have given a storm a rating nu�ber (�) when all known
factors suggest a tropical storn or hurricane which had significant but rather
limited imp:�ct on the coast of South Carolina s- a rat�ng number (2) ·when the
pattern indicates a t:rooical storm or hurricane of major proportion� in terms of
impact on the coast of South Carolina, and a rating number (3) when known
factors suggest a storm deservas the title 11 greal:", again t-1ith reference to
its impact on coastal South Carolina, particularly its people and human things.

16
r

17
Parish register of St. He1E::na 1 s Church on the lower
Carolina coast recorded its first English birth.

1700
1700 Sept. 14

Hurricane winds and stonn surge 11 very severe, over
throwing many houses and overflowing the to'WI\11 of
Charleston; a large Scottish frigate Rieing �
brotce up outside the bar, with at least 97 persons,
new Scots immigrants, lost; other vessels in Charles�
ton harbor also wrecked; to the north near the
future Georgetown, surging wind and water cut a new
channel into Winyah Bay (Bartram; Ramsay; Douglas)

(2)

\

Lords Proprietors of carolina ordered the creation
of a second major settlement and seaport, Beaufort,
on Port Royal Sound

1711

1713 Sept. 16-17

(2)

"Usually once in about seven years, (late
rains are attended with violent: storms
summer
and inundations, which commonly happen about the
time of the hurricanes that rage so fatally amongst
the Sugar Islands, between the tropicks, and seem
to be agitated by them or from some cause, but are
much mitigated in their force by the time they reach
Carolina; and tho' they affect all the coast of
\Florida, yet the further they proceed, so much the
more they decrease in their fury, Virginia--not having
often much of it, and north of that still less. Tho•
. these hurricanes are seldo m · so vi olent as in the
1 more southern parts, yet in September 1713, the wi
nds
raged so furiously that it drove the sea into Charles
town, damaging much of the fortifications �hose resis
tance it i s thought preserved the town. Some lo"w
situated houses not far from the sea were undermined
and carried mmy with the lnhabi tants; ships were
drove from their anchors far within land • • • 11
(Ludlum)

J

:,uTH CAROLINA

1722 Sept. 19-21
1724 Aug. 28

Storm center made landfall north of Charleston,
which suffered 70 lost lives and great injury to
shipping, houses, barns, plantations, and forti
fications (in amount of 100,000 pounds sterling.
The remarks of the Englishman Mark Catesby, who
h�ard about this storm while doing a natural history
survey in the Carolinas in 1722-1726, sho'tl the state
of knowledga of hurricanes in the 1730s:

(1)

(1)

-

1728 Aug. !3-14

(2)

18
Charleston again overflowed; large damage to
buildings, wharves, and corn and rice fields out
side to'tm (Hewatt); 23 ships sunk or driven ashore
as follo�s (Spence):
identification

p,i...,., � ..... ,•. C:eo. Preist m:istet'
$111vlo1, £�n,•z;rr Simmon., muu:r
r.1110,,.y. John Coffin m3sh,r
R.. �,.. Joseph Coif « Gou"'1 maslal'
81rry. J:ihn TaM:rtt rn:isler
Plow. Thot!l:u Bre:im or Brame
C.111••111•• Am. Vi�uy mulet
GIAd 1..c.111. !Valt•r Kij)poa master
Canii,,,a P�clNf. Benja;ni11 Au.still
7,_ Lo- Jame. Otis« master
.5orah. Fnncls Bu« ma,IM
Mtlr)". Hniry 1-ibond
-..,.,.. William Birt or Bursl
Mict-JI. William Pad mastes011.,., Kuah Colcbguy master
'Mary °"""- Jc.ha King mast.ir

nr.ns

Larrll. Ja. Smilb m:i:1tH
M•rrkhlos. Wm. Johnsoa masll:r
Pelff Add.ams master
Toe•. Bnij. HukiN master
F.li,obrdi. ,\r. R.lwlings master
.81:"'P""• William Smith m:ul11r

ffos,•-''-

Type

Location

vess•l
schoon•:
snov
brigantine
brigantia•
brigantio•
brigacu:ine
•hip
■Mp
ship •.
ship
ship
ship
ahlp
ship
ship
■loop
.Xoop
sloop
■loop
■loop
aloop
■loo�

J&.-.ea tsland tbnh
Chuleston
Charleston
Charleston
Charleston
Charleston. Quelcllo• >bTsh
Cha-rlesto11
Charlascoa lbrbor
CharlHt:)n
Charlutoa. mi.cc•s llllarC
Ctiarlescoo acar sa,,pit
Chaduton 011 C-rHD
Charleston Ratbor
Charlastoo, llbita Paine
Charlescoa. llhite Point
Charle.con
Charlestoo. Rhett's Poi�t
Charlestoo
Charluton
�rlescon
Charleston. Rhett'• vh.lrt
Charlescon
Jae-es• l■land e.arsh

1:1.a,

1729

Elisha Screven, son of one of the first settlers
at Ylnyah Bay (about 1710), laid out town. of Ceorge
tom1 at head of the Bay, near the confluence of the
Peedee, Waccamaw, Black, and Sampi t rivers (South
Carolina and the Sea)

1752 Sept. 15 (3)

"The rnost violent and terrible Hurricane that ever
vas felt· in this province" : Charleston inundated by
17 foot storm surg� which obliged citizens to retire
to upper stories of houses; Yind and water damaged
housing, forti fl cations, and l--harves 11 to a consider
able amount" (�uth-Carolina Gazette, Sept. 19, 1752;
He-watt); 30 deaths; shipping seriously da.naied (after
Spence):

£1iiol>ffll. A. Mt\>111ivray
S1&1C111nall. ,\ma. Minot
811ull,
ten 1111i.!fentlfied �all
unide1111fie-l
unidentlfif'd ,.Te.:�
T•f-acln••

ac:11.>onel"
sloop
achooner
achoon�rs
aloo;,
vessel
ahip

E11,1l••<ial!1y C:i;it T. !o!cO.in!el
'. _

ship

K. �l. S. M••moi·1
tv�;. Jol:r. Bulm;,11 M:uter
ur.ideniir,.d n""'
,-.:o�y. Juhn Budl�y ma;tcr
3 ll!tid!ntifi�
,-.:a,,c:;. Jn�.n B:ibh m:i\t,r
uni!!entili� ,.,.
un!de11!1ii-!d l�tel)' begc:n
N•·-" 1,.,-J,u:,y

Frigate
ve;;sel
vu•sel
schooner
sc:�oon,trs
slc,ov
'llessP.l
ve!'lsel
vessi::t

Cbarl�sto:1
Charleston
Charle,iton
C!iarleston
Isle of Pal::is
off Charleston �ar
Child's Bluif. Ashley a.

Ch:i:-lu:ton
7 Q1.les �P the Cooper k.
l':r. t:rl:;hc • !' .i.c Charhn""
Charleston
Ch:irleHoa
Charlestc-:t
�r. Sco:c's ar Ch3rles:�n
Mr. Scott's �t Charle��o�
Ch:irlu:eo::1
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1752 Sept. 15 (cont'd)

C>t-.1,.mi'IJ .,� ,cy
Prfll)" t.. Sol ll�y
H•;,":,'
£,:d•,:t.or

sill unidentilicd
Y.otlt•rlno
Do-•. John Tu;.�n rr.:i�l,:r
unidentified small
T'-O 'F r�-1,;;IJ
t:plort
Pou,,

1 752 Sept. 30-0ct. l

(2)

sno�
br!ianti:lc

aloop

vessel
pU?t t,�acs

sloop

sno•.,
schoone:
br ls-a:itb•
ahl;,
ale-op

Second major storm in this month, cent:ered on
lower coast:; greatest damage to agricul_ture and
shipping; among the v�ssels beat to pieces or
driven 'ashore were (adcording to Spence):
VI"•• Robotrt Makin mas_ter
Eleven unicwntified
"frir:a, Jo>hn Derrington muter
unid,·11111a-<1
uni"1�n•1f:.-d l..r&e
unid�n11r,r<1
Uftid�nhh!'d
unid�nllt1i'd
un1dfflt1!1rd
unidt-n1,1te-d
8ri1!ol .,r.,,cltanl. C;ipt. Panons
unidentifite l;irg•
unidentif1l'"J

snov

Cw:mln 6'• Point, !ton-ls Is.
Cllarleston
Mellir:haao'a lsland
�ellkha-a;,"s Island
Muncln 6ton Island
P.a:oon Keys
!'l.acool'I V.ays
nea; St. Hahn;i.
n Kill,.a!I
?�crr's ��art a; Pore 11.oyal
o:s .:,!isco !lar

sloop
sloop

on !Ua•-,a!I tsla,uf
"i>�n Souchun com:.t

schooner
ship
sloo;,
ship
snow
shl;,

sloop

(1)

Aug. 23

1761 June

snow
ahlps
ahi.o

15 (1)

1753 Sept.
1758

Ch:>'l'leston
C!tarleston
C?:t11r!e-sco:1
Cha:leston
Ch.1rhstcn
Ourlesron
��rles�on
Ourlot,>n
0-,i't'I c!I con
Cn,1:-l,u;o:,
Charle,:ro:,

1

(l)

liiO June 6

( l)

"A great storm at night" (Eanigault Papers) which
confin.d its destruction to tlora and small craft;
this list of d.amaged vesse!,.s trom Spence:
unidenlifie-o. sa1all
two unidl':>tihd
unidenliflo,d.=all
.Sa,·anna�-l'fflt•I

unidentiri"'�.. .;n:t,i!lald Star.yarne
unic!enlirt<-d. �rge Row's
lnd"-llry. :i.!r. ;l:c-ddir.1fs
great nur:.�r or sn:all craft
£iprrim�1'!'
Dn,.,, Gr".':-'1' t.u��er ma,ter
unidenlirr td.. '<Ula;,on!ou� 's
Do,cJ,,.i.,,. Pa:lir:, Benj. Roberts

1778 Aug. 10

(1)

schooner
bo.ns
sc!'looner
schooner
schoone,r
schooner
schooner
vessels
sch,>0ner
sloop
schooner
ac.hooner

Beresfords Dock. Charhsto:,
Beras fords Dock, Ot.acleston
Beres fords Dock, Cliaclcston
at:. 0,arleston dock
ac 0,arhston
at 0,arleston
at:. Cha des ton
at Charleston
overs•t . .at Charleston
ashore at C!,arlestoa
\lith Poio.t, O\atlestcn
ac Chadeston

Several ships drive., ashore (Spence):
S1.1s.,: "1or1ln
8i'°""""r�u,,. ,French>
9 c�i ,Jeoti!i..d c:ros:�rs
un\dentiri�
Jouph t. e,nja,r.ln. Oick,n:s,,n

sh!.;:
s;::\i:·:>"�er

��
vn
.:,11
on
at

Morri� lslan�
JA:.:<:s ls l.1:,d
Ja::,.:s t�h�d
J.t:".�s Island
01arlestQn !:xchani;e doc�
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1781 Aug. 10

1733 Oct. 7-8

Winds NE, abated at high tide, minimizing storm surge
damage; Yind damage substantial. HHS Thetis, part of
a British invasion fleet come to suppress the American
Revolution, sank at Gadsden's Wharf; also London, Capt.
Richardson, at Eveleigh's Wharf, and several other un
identified ships (Royal Cazette, Charleston, August 11,
1781)

(2)

Large part of year's crop of rice destroyed by salt
water flow- -into Charleston warehouses-

(1}

1784 Sept. 10 (?)
1787 Sept. 19

(2)

(2)

A major storm, attended by ·torrents of rain;. struck
west o� Charleston; storm surge covered coastal is
lands; Sullivan's Island most affected; 500 deaths.
Substantial damage done shipping, property, crops, all
along coast from Beaufort to Georgetow; 23 lives last

1792 Oct. 30-31

(1)

This latest-arriving significant storm drove sever.11
vessels ashore at Charleston (Spence)

1797 Oct. 19-20

(1)

Center of stonn west of Charleston;
roofed by winds; J death (Ramsay;
of vessels destroyed (Spence):
'IVl11)NIII

lhrtt unldffllilied
umcientili'1! -•«

1800 Oct. 4-5

(2)

1804 Sept. 7-8 (J)

ship
achoonars
schooner

many houses Wl•
Ludlum); a number

opposite c�dsden's Uh�rf
Ntth, opposite CharlesQIQ
at aooet '·s \.'had

"Tremendous and destructiven winds acc.ompanled by tides
lihich were reported 11 tm> feet high on the -wharvesu at
Charleston; three houses washed away on Sullivan's
Island; l person killed (Charleston Times; Ludlum)
Center of storm kept: near coast �s moved nortl1east;
10-11 foot storm surge from Beaufort to Georgetomt;
immense damage to property: Fort Johnson left: in
ruins; western end of Sullivan's Island laid under
water; 500 lives lost; large n\l.rnber of vessels ruined:

'"°'""''...

Conc,1rd, Oldrich m.is:at"
(Ji,fstop"tt 11::ngUsh>
1ar&ar
Mo�

.........

AIM Eli=•
se.:eral unidenlific-d
,nany cnasting er.aft
Lydl"· Capt. Hc�-,..�rd
Unonl111i1y. Capt. \\'-:X�
f'lor/oll,
Risin� S""
Middl•l�n

unidenhlied. Capl. Sl>dd;ird
many l!l,iJentilitd

ship
brig
ship
b�ig
sc:hoone<'
schooner
brig
schooners
vessels
shlp
brig
brig
s.:!\oonec-·
s�ip
schooner
""od-boats

uharf ac Olarlestca
Prioleau's �'harf, Q\asm.
vharf at Charlescon
Charl•sta11
Ham's llbarf, Ch.lrluton
1n Ashley Jtivuon Ja:a.?s Island
on Ja,:,,s lsland
near Charlesto:l
ac Charle,con
Chadeston
Ol:1rleston
Cha<'lescon
Charlestn
near Charleston
in Nrches

-
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1804 Sept. 7-8
{cont'd)

'"!loc.ner
a.:!loonei
vessf!l

P,-.:;we,o"c�. Th. ShuhricA ownrt-r
1·.1;1cr-i,nr11t, Capl. !>hllo,r
111\iil�ntilu,d, larg•

on South lslan4, CeoqetOIID
of! head of Bull's tslmct
S. of Cll ar �e:it.:,n Bar
_
_

(Ramsay; Spence)

("Great Gale of 1804")
1806 Aug. 22

Storm center pa ssed SC at sea; salt water ruined cotton
crop in low-lying fields on northern coast

(1)

1806 Oct. 8-9

(1)

1810 Sept. 11-12
1811 Sept. 10

1813 Aug. 27-28

(1)

(1)

(3)

�-�3 sloops sunk at Charleston

Tropical storm and companion tornado sank small craft
at anchor in Charleston harbor and spoiled rice in
waterfront warehouses
Landfall near Charleston, where tide surged beyond 12
feet; Sullivan's Islond virtually submerged; 15 lives
lost; damage to property in Charleston estimated at
$2 mlllion--bui ldlngs• wharves, and ships:
J:.piftr. er( Sa�
J,.110 of Sxo
!Wo,,..,..i

s....,11 aGIIf!orid4

C,,m-rc•

Mo.-niql""'

Pll-,u:

uniclffltified <Spanish>
Rrtrlrw

a number ol unidentified
CJ,o,fr•ll>n Pri1an Ship
co.. 1a11
ur.identined atmed. Car,L s..«t
IIIU Ill"
unid1mlilied. 5mall
two unj-ntiried. small
Ul'icktr.Med. ,m:ill
thrtl' w (our unidenli!led, ,in all
unide11l4ed tin land coast er>

1t,,;

ll•ff'Dll1

,...... _.ntified Tl\'U s.:h=�ers
Drl Cann.a 1Spani5hl

.,.,_

IJ11ll,,C$lolr1

...... "°- ,
C11tl011. Capt. Walter
uniden:i!ied small ISpanish>

co .....,..

Soll,1,i. d Boston

(" Dreadful Storm of

1814 Jul l

(Spence)

ship
ship
brig
bria
ship
■hip
shlp
■htp
•chooner

ahtp

vessels
veesel
al\.ip

'b.2�5e

boats
boats
boat
boats
Yl!Hl!l
sloop
schooner.;
achooner
•chooner
tender
barge
schconer
schooner
schooner
ship

J.813")

at Olarleston
ac: Ch:lrlescon
at Cbadest.on
.at Oiarte:ston
at Ola.-leston
at Olar!eston
at Olarll!s ton
Pritchard·' s i.:harf, Chasn.
Pritch�rd's llharf, Chasn.
at Olarleston
at Olarlescon
OD James Island
at Olarleston
on S. Islar.d, W1nyah
near Ft. Johnson
OD Sullivan's Island
neu Castle Pincknqy
Olarleston
at Oiarleston
at Ch11rlastc,n
at Charleston
at Charloston
at Olarhston
at Charleston
ac: Oiarteston
at Ol;i.rl,:ston
at Cll.irhston
at Olnt"leston
at Chacteston

(Spence)

(l)

1815 Sept. 2-4

(1)
German Heinrich W. B:i:arides r-.ade the major discovery that
tropical storms are moving syster.is of low atmospheric pres
sure which could be identified with the barometer. (Hughes)

1816
1617 Aug. 7-8

(1)

·.

1822 Sept. 27-28

'

'

·-----------

·._

'

---·' -· -·--·•·- - -- ·----·. - ------'.

.

Storm surge about 11 feet at: Georgetown: 11About sun
set the scene became truly ayful • • • The church Yas
blo-w-n from its foundations, and n-lny o f the inha.bitants
were seen removing from such hous_es as appeared
�ost exposed t:o the • • • tide and Yind. After
dark tha gale continued to increase, and about
10 or 11 o'cl ock there raged one of the most
violent hurricanes •• • ever experienced.here •
• • • There was net a house in the vil?age could
entirely resist its fury."
{"Winyaw Hurricane")
(Uinyaw Intelligencer [ George�otm J )

(2)

1620 Sept. 10

--

(3)

Storm of very largo geographical extent passed
barely inland bet:Yeen Charleston and Georgetow;
damage to Charleston 1-raterfront great; fifi:een
ships �ashed ashore at Sullivan1 s lsland--12 dead;
at·GeorgetoYn the storm surge may have reached 15
feet; North Isla.�d in Winyah Bay overfloYed.-300
deaths (Charleston Courier� Sept. 30, 1822;
Ludlum)
Severe storm ·which s�ept the entl t"e coas\: of i':orth
·America; st.ruck SC a glancing blow

1825 June 3-4 (1)
(1)

Center and major winds passed offshore, but 9 .. foot:
storm surge spilled salt water int\l rice fields,
:ruining the crop at m nyah i>ay ancl Geo:r.·gei:mm
("Atlantic Coast Hurrican e")'

1835 Sept. 18-19 (1)

Winds and waves demr,Ushed bath house on East Bay ,,
Cha+leston; crops hurt �oderately along entire SC
coast

1837 Aug. 16-Sept l
(l)

Charleston-to .. St:o Atigustine packet: SS MUlar sant(
Yith 15 aboard off. ,fokyl Island ::, G�orgia; c;.o:rge
tolltl l.a.sned by gal.e-,fo,:-ee winds, 9�foot storp, surgo

1837 Oct. 8-10

Steam packet Home s> lK1und to Charleston fi•om New Yod<
City, san!� in heavy :::eas off Cape Hatteras i North
Carolina, Yi th 90 lives lost
( 11 P.acer 1 s Hurricat1�n )
(Ludlum)

1830 Aug. 13-17

1834 Sept. 4

(1)

1841 Aug. 23-24

(l)

"The stores in }!ark(:t Bt:reet: [Ch,r1:lestorf/ ha<l thl�
morning -water • • • nearly t:'9.o feet deep. Cellars
in parts of the c1 ty which -were never kn.own • • •
to contain -water w,:n� overflowed., 11 (Charle!;t:on
Southern P�tr!ot)

·-

25
1842 Oct. 4-6

(2)

1846 Oct. 10-12

(1)

1854 Sept. 7-9

1870

A heavy gale, but from t:he sout:lmest; thus there was
little tidal flooding; West Tradd Street in Charles
ton vas washed a,;,ay
'With the completion of the first connercial tele
graph line (be�aen Washington., D. c. and Baltimore�
Md.) in 1845, many men of science and affairs saw
the possibility of 11 forecastlng11 tropical storms by
telegraphing ahead what ws coming.
In 1849,
Joseph Henry, first head of the Smithsonian
Institution, persuaded a number of telegraph com
panies to provide free time for the transmission
of weather reports to a center in Washington and
organized 150 widely scattered volunteers to make
reguiar observations, measurements, and reports.
(Hughes)

1849

1850 Aug. 24

Storm brought highest ti des II in many years" to
Charleston area; heavy damage to mail paclcet
Hayne and numerous small craft all along coast;
substantial dfamage to rice and cotton crops;
6 deaths by drowning

(1)
(2)

Winds ESE 90 mph reported at Savannah; although
SC was spared the brunt of the sto1,n, property
damage at Charleston added up to $300,000 and
there Yere substantial losses all along the SC
coast. An observer described the scene on
plantations about: Gc.-0rgetown: ••From Waverly to
Pee Dee • • • not one head of rice was to be seen
above the water, not a bank or any appearance of
the land was to be seen. It was one rolling dashing
Sea, and the nater was Salt as the Sea ••••
Many persons had rice cut and stacked in the field,
vhich w as all swept away by the flood. 11 (Rogers)
National weather service established by an act of
Congress which required the Secretary of War "to
provide for taking meteorological observations at
the military stations in the interior of the conti•
nent· and at other points in the States and Terri
tories ••• and for giving notice oh the northern
lakes and on the seacoast by magnetic telegraph and
marine signals� of the approach and force of storms.11
The Secretary of War assigned these duties to the
Chief Signal Officer of the Army. (Hughes)·

,.
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187 l Aug. 19

Cale winds NE 40 mph (Charleston) traversed the
entire coast; damage relatively light, but details
have intrinsic interest:
ln the vicinity of Beaufort--

JTH CAROLINA

l1AYANNAN

I

11The Yind was sufficiently strong to bloY dovn trees
and obstruct ordinary travel. Toe rain washed away
bridges and ferries, and filled to a depth of 10 or
12 feet, streams that Yere a few hours before riearly
dry •. The swollen condition of the streams be�een
Beaufort and Yemassee on Saturday prevented the pas
sage of the ·mails from Beaufort-. The Savai:mah. River•
in thirt:y minutes, rose·· four and a half feet. On the.
low cotton lands it may be a -week or more before the
water can leave them dry, owing to the lack of proper
drainage. But little damage is anticipated to the
corn crop, l t being fa:t' enough advanc.ed to be out of
.danger •. Rice is considered generally safe, the fields
being flooded with rain offered a strong support to
the stalks against the violence of the winds. As so
many of the large cotton fields of Beaufort and Colleton
counties are in low lands, it is very probable the
cotton there has sustained a severe loss.
"Three of the vessels, loading Yith phosphates at
Bull River, dragged their anchors on Friday night, dur
ing the heavy blow, and went. ashore on the South bank •
• • • No damage to the vessels is apprehended, as they
lie on a muddy bank, and it is thought they vlll float
off at th·e approaching • • • tides."
At Charles ton-''The wind blew fresh from about Southeast, during the
day changed to Northeast, increasing in force during
the afternoon, accompanied by light rain. Soon after
dark the wind and rain increased, the former blowing
with great violence in heavy squalls, while the latter
cnme down in torrents • • • with a volume not previously
kno.m for years.
"It was not unexpected, however, as those unerring
monitors, the �eather reports, foretold its coming by
several days, whi.ch enabled the t•iver craft at: least
to secure safe-moorings.
In the city in J:l'.a.ny p lacas trees were blo'Wil down
and snapped asunder, small out houses were injured in
the roofs, while shutters banged, and window sashes
rattled violently.
11

......

--,

\

28
11 The rain was so furious that it got into every
crevice where it could be forced, and damaged houses
insi1e more or less. In several of the streets large
holes were made--in two or.three instances capacious
enough to hold a carriage and horse. In the Northeastern
and Northwestern parts of the city lots were flooded,
and cellars and basements filled to the depth of
several inches, and in some cases as many feet. On
Saturday it poured unceasingly all day, and actually
interfered witi, the prosecution of business; the
draymen and carters of East Bay were compelled to
abandon their accustomed.hawits� and give their animals
the best shelter they could from the merciless elements."

1871 Aug. 19
(cont'd)

At Georgetown-" From last Thursday night up to_Tuesday there has
been a storm of wind and rain of more or less violence •.
Floods of rain fell, but so low were our rivers, and so
parched was the earth, th�t tie believe no damage has
resulted from the fall of water •. T°ne continued gale of
wind has, we fear, done serious injury t:o the May and
June rice, which is in blossom • • • Previous to this
storm, all the lomir plantations were suffering from
the salt waters, �mich was making serious inroads upon
them. Then comes the gale • • • \fnile the rain has
saved many of tha crops from aln�ost total loss, the
winds has done so much damage as to render it doubt
ful uhathcr the stem has cut short tho crop of th�
district. Ona thing it certainly has done--it has
equalized the loss nrnong all the planters, instead
of confining it to those threatened by salt wter. 11
(�cerpts from accounts in Charleston Dailv-Courier,
August 21-22, 1871; and Georgeto�m Tir:1es, At�gust 24,

1871)

The �eteorological division of the Signal Service,
popularly knol-m as the "Heather Bure:au," issued its
first cautionary "hurrica..-i.e warning11 (Hughes)

1873 Oct. 16

1874 Sept. 23

W-inds SZ 55-60 1:1ph (Charleston); telegraph lir4es
down; eXtGn$ive da�age to rice crop; total property
losses $750,000; 2 deaths by drowning at and near
Charleston; Charleston press gave weather office
credit: t:for the· display of cautionary signals from mid
night of the 28th, clearly showing a 'knowledge: of tho
storm eight or ten hours be.fot·e hand." (Charleston
Weather Office Records, Col1ege of Cnarleston)

(2)

1876 Sc?t• 15-16

(1)

Storm slippcu nshorc. at SC-Nort.'1-\ Cnro Lina border;
sone damge to property on upper coast

30

-

1878 Sept. 11-12

Tail-end of storm; winds SE 44 mph (Charleston);
damage minimal

1881 Aug. 27 (2)

Later stage of an extremely destructive storm;
centered over Georgia;. winds E 54 mph (Charles
ton); at Charleston and points north property
damage confined to small craft and smaller build
ings; southern areas wrse off; at Beaufort a
15-foot storm surge left few wharves standing;
Edingsville, a village on Edisto Island, was
destroyed, abandoned by Survivors; 4 lives. lost.

1882 Oct. 11

Weak tropical storm passed a little off coast at
Charleston

1883 Sept. 11
1885 Aug. 25

1887 July 28

(1)
(3)

Storm passed inland north of Georgetown
Extreme storm; winds SE 90-100 mph (Charleston)
swept entire coast; property damage from wind and
water in excess of $2 million; at Charleston all
wharves but one Yere destroyed and 90% of all
buildings were injured; the iron steamship�
Uvet was torn from her moorings and driven up
the Ashley Rivar, where it swept. away several hun
dred feet of a new bridge; all the 1o�lands were
flooded, roads rendered impassablc 1 whole forests
leveled, the damage to sea-island cotton estimated
at three-fourths of the crop; at Beaufort most
vessels in the harbor �ere driven ashore and dara
aged; sever.:il pilot boat5 were sunk with all bands
lost; a village on St. Helena Island was \riped out
and all residents drowned e:c:cept one woman; . al
together a death toll of 21 (Nows and Courier;
"The August cyclone," 1886)
"A Dangerous Wind Reported from the Gulf, but For. tunately it Leaves Charleston out of its Course," sald
the headline in the News and Courier.
"The sensational red flag, or cautionary stgnal,
of the signal service was displayed ••• yesterday •
• • Ihe red flag has often been run up since the August
cyclone [of 1885] and is not ordinarily suggestive of
any immediate unpleasantness. It is always, however, a
sign of the times that is much more appreciated when it
is conspicuousl.y absent."

32
1888 Oct. 11

Gale NE 50 mph (Charleston); property damage
slight (perhaps $1500)

1889 Sept. 23

Overland stonn brought 45 mph winds (Charleston)

1890 Oct. l

National Weather Service transferred from Depart
ment of War to Depart�e.�t of Agriculture {Hughes)

1893 June 16

Winds E 54 mph (Charleston);
on lower coast

(1)

small property loss

1893 Aug. 27-28 (3)

Extreme storm; winds SE 96 mph (Charleston); storm
surge approached 20 feet on lower coast; St:.
Helena and other sea islands (Hilton Head) over
flowed in considerable part; at Beaufort "the
water was so high that following the storm a cat
fish was found gilled on a fence that surrounded
the Methodist Church"; property damages assessed
in the millions of dollars (perhaps $10 million);
at least 2000 and perhaps as many as 3000 lives
lost in coast�! Carolina, primarily at Beaufort,
St. Helena, and Lady's Island, from drowning
(Tannehi 11)

1893 Oct. 13

Second major storm of the season; gale Yinds SE 60
mph (Charleston); major impact in Georget01m dis
trict and northward, where storm surge topped 13
feet and 1s· people died, largely by drowning

(2)

1894 Sept� 25-26

(1)

Brisk gale produced 10 foot storm surge at <llarlos
ton; lower parts of city inundated; electrici::y
shorted out; cotton and rice in the ·field and
drinking water significantly hurt
Item in News and Courier, _September 29, 1394:
'Ihe bulletin board of The News and Courier-vas the
centre of attention in Broad Street yesterday. All
day long an eager group of people stood before it
reading the latest cyclonic news and indulgL�g in
gloomy reminiscences of previous gales, tornadoes,
and cyclones to'keep up their spirits.

11

"On the wharves a great deal of activity was
displayed in making things 9 snug.• The vessels ucre
made fast and put out c:{tra anchors and ropes [si c7;
sr.,al L rnerch<'lndise was hustled into narehouses, and
tha cotton w.:is moved out of han:, 1 s way.
The dec1lers
in fire,;.;ood were especially· active, getting their
stocl: out of danger of being sT..;cpt off by the expected
raging flood • • • • Tho island boats were cro;1de:d �ith
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1s94 sept. 2s-26
(cont• d)

passengers flying fron the expected danger as
from the wrath to come.
"Early in the day"Mr. Local Forecaster ..Tesu
nofsky had this posted on the bulletin board:
• Cyclone has curved over. Southeast Florida, lilCJVing
northeast. It will produce wind volocit:ies of f�om
forty to sixty �iles per hour- from the northeast
Quadrant Tuesday night and Wednesday.
stAll day long the "weather office was a very
busy place.- Mr. Jesunofslcy was busy forwarding re
ports to Yashington, and very many people, anxious
about the rice crops or phosphate dredges or other
possessions, came to ask for news of the cyclone.

"Mr. Jesunofsky said to a Reporter who called
last night at 7 o'clock:
I am rejoiced to say that: we have escaped
the full fury of the storm. Tne cyclone has gone
far out to sea • • • '"
11•

In the aftermath, Hr. Jesunofstcy or one of his
associates noted in the weather journal: "Much praise
has been given the Bureau for its_ storm work. It is
estimated that $1,000,000 was saved to the community
by the timely warning of the cyclone." (Weather Ser
vice Records, College of Charleston)
1896 S�pt. 29

(2)

Storm of short duration, but with 62 mph winds (S)
and gusts· of 100-mi les-per-hour; . substantial
property losses and 30 deaths attributed to the
winds and water in Beaufort and the southern sea
islands

1897 Sept. 22

Gale-force winds S 52 mph (Charleston); slight: damage

1898 Aug. 30-31

Gale E 52 mph at Charleston; minimal damage

1898 Oct. 2

(2)

Winds variable so.. 7.0 t1ph (reported at Savannah):
southern lowlands and islands partially submerged by
l�foot storm surge; conditions similar to that after
the great tidal storm of 1893 in terms of lost property;
farm crops, e3pecially rice grown along the Combahee and
Edisto rivers, suffered "incalculable loss"; but there
were many fewer storm related deaths than in August�
1893--nine (9)

(
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The National �eather Service routinely collected
weather data from an area comprising one quarter
of the globe (Hughes)

1902
1904 Sept. 14-15 (2)

Gale winds NE 65-70 mph (Georgeto'Wll); inexplicably,
storm came withcut warning from the Weather Service;
damage to buildings, electric light and telephone and
telegraph wires, and especially crops in the George
town district heavy, perhaps to the extent of $1.5
'million;· storm claimed 14 fishermen and two fishing
boats in vicinity of Charleston (News and Courier,
September, 1904)

1906 Sept. 17 (2)

Winds �V 60 rnph at·Georgetown·and ·accompanied by
driving rain; "tremendous amount of damage" in George
town district; "turpentine industry has been practi
cally wiped out'' as up to fifty percent of pines were
blown down; loss to rice planters 75%; cotton, corn,
and peas also badly injured; several brick structures
blolm down in Kingstrae; at Georgetown a score of busi
ness structures and private residences were partially
vrecked:
"trees and fences are·down in every direction. Tele
phone and electric light wires cover the streets and
last night the city was tn·darkness.
Telegraphic
communications wit� the outside world is cut off • •
• • The body of a drowned negro was picked up in the
river • • • (News and Courier. Sept. 22, 26� 1906)
A lad ot 14 years was transformed into a hero at
Pawley•s Island. Safe on �he mainland, he and another
volunteer recrossed the causeway to the island to rescue a fami ty presumed to be Ir.arooned there. It was·
found that the family had moved to higher ground on
the mainland earlier, and with the storm surge rolling
in, the boy and his adult companion had to �ake their
retu�n in water that was shoulder deep and were in danger
of drowning. Indeed, the older man was quickly exhausted.
'Ihe boy caught him by the arm and pressed on toward the
mainland, li'hich was finally reached in safety. (News and
Courier, September 25, 1906)

,,....

1906 Oct. 20

(1)

Erratic storm; stood offshore at Charleston awhile and
then turned southward toward Florida; winds E 64 mph
at Charleston, where there was some sea flooding; rice
planters again suffered; indeed, it was a hard year
altogether but "There is plenty of pluck here and it
is being put to good use in overcoming tremendous diffi"
culties."
(News and Courier� Oct. 23, 1906)
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1908 Oct. 9-10

-

1908 Oct. 22-23

Weak stonn brought heavy rains to nort:hern
coast

1910 Oct. 19-20

Storm centered off coast; slight dar..age to
shipping

1911 Aug. 27-28

•

(3)

•••

UTH CAROLINA

Gale Ylnds E 45 mph (Charleston);
over Georgia; effect on SC minnr

1914 Sept� 17
1916 July 14-15

Extreme stonn; origiz,.at·ed "far t:o the north of the
region common to such stor::is ••• and imved in
fro:n the wtcharted ocean, no indication of its
approach being glvert [by the weather service]
unti 1 Charles ton • . • • came -within 1 ts sphere of
influence on the morning of August 27. ka it
Ji'lOved more wt thin the range of observation and its
character became apparent, .advisory, storm, and
hu.""t'icane warnings were issued by the Central
Office of the Weather Bureau in rapid succession�
the last at 3:30 P• m., though its transmission
yas.sornewhat delayed by deranged telegraphic ser
vice. The wind att�ined destructive violence at
about 6 p. m., and the highest recorded velocity
was 94 miles per hour at 11:20 p. m., after which
the recording apparatus was damaged� ••• (I)t
is estimated that the.highest-velocit:y reached was
106 miles per hour •••" (City of Charleston
Yearbook: .!2,!!) The storm center passed between
Charleston and Beaufort as it came ashore, pro
ducing a storm surge of 12 feet; dealt death blow
to rice agriculture, other property loss in excess
of $1 million, toot, 17 lives; but the Isle of Palms
reportedly n improved0 by leveling of sand· du.."1.es
(Ne\l:S !!m! Courier)

(2)

storm center

Winds hurricane force (SE 76 mph at Charleston);
rainfall 16 inches at Charleston and Kingstree;
severe rlver flooding; crops lost and roads and
communications disrupted from Bsaufort to NC line;
no lives lost
(News and Courier)

1921 Oct. 26

Ylnds E/SZ 43 mph (Charleston);
to SC coast (Ngws � Courier)

1924

A Greenville businessw�n, John T. Woodside» bought
a portion of b2ach nor�� of Georgetown and began to
develop the 11 grand strand" (Rogers)

"slightest clamag�•

-

43
Gale vinds SW 44 mph at: Charleston;
relieved drought conditions

1924 Sept. 16-17

heavy rains

1924 Sept. 29-30
1926 July 28-29

Winds SE 54 (Charleston);

minor effect

1927 Oct. 2-3

Winds SE 50 (Charleston);

damage minimal

1928 Aug. 10-11

Tait- end of ston:1 �hich arrived overland by v1ay
of Florida and Georgia; brought 50 miles per hour
winds and heavy rains; ·,,.minor effect: in coastal
SC (� !!!,!! Courier)
(2)

1928 Sept. 18

i929 Oct. 1

Hurricane force winds (S\.l 75 mph at Beaufort)

accompanied by 12-16 inches of rain; construction
Cooper River bridge (Grace Memorial) set back; Folly
Beach devastated by high tides� vith homes� pavilion,
and fifteen feet of beach washed away; power company
and roadway damages severe; many communities--Beau
fort, Holly Hill, NcClellanville, Georgetown-•
isolated; property damage exceeded $3 million
(�� Courier)
Winds SW 50 mph (Beaufort); ·12 inches rain; lower
coast stricken by fresh ·water flooding; Savannah
River broke through swamps at Beaufort and emptied
into Fort Royal Sound

(1)

1933 Sept. 6-7

(l)

Gale SE 53 mph (Ch�rleston); record rains; damage
to property in Charleston area at least $100,000,
largely the doing of a tornado �hich developed out
of the storm over Sull�van's Island

1934 ?•!ay 28-30

(1)

Gale SE 53 mph {C'narleston); heavy rains; flooded
streets, power outage in Charleston and Beaufort;
moderate damage to houses on Folly Beach, PaYleys
Island; Edisto Island cotton substantially a loss
Gale SH 47 mph at Charleston; glass· broken at
Deaufort; tornado at Walterboro; damage minor
(News and Courier)

1935 Sept. 5
1940 Aug. 11-15

(3)

First severe hurricane to strike SC coast directly,
in thirty years: winds S£ 85 mph {Charleston); en
compassed the entire coastal region with 13-foot
store surge; 100 houses destroyed on Edisto, 200
houses on Pa,-1leys Island; u11osquito Fleet" of
shrinp-boats demolished at.Charleston; total
pro�er.ty losses: $10 �illion; 34 Lives lost
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1944 Oct. 20

Gale NE 65 mph at Beaufort Yhere storm lunged
asho�e; heavy rains, both salt and fresh water
·flooding; $350,000 daoages to habitations.
businesses, farms

(1)

Beginning of routine aircrafc reconnaisance
Yhich made an outstanding contribution to the
forecasting of storms

1944

·

1945 June 24-25

(l)

ca·te SW 65 mph (Charleston);
fall; some damage to crops;
passed off�shore

6-10 inches rain
center. of storm

1945 Sept. 17 (2)

l-.lajor storm; winds hurricane force (SE 85 mph
at Parris Island): 9 inches rain in 24 hours at
Charleston; stonn surge modest--9 feet; damage
to property and crops subst:antial--$6 million;
one (1) death

1945

Civil Defense, a network of local units organized

and directed nationally, created to deal with the
emergency of the Second World War, continuedYlth
additional responsibility of coordinating pr�
ventive and relief measures in cases of natural
hazards like.hurricanes (Douglas)
Scientists made initial experiments to calm a
destructive storm by "seeding", that is, dropping
dry ice on cloud formation; the results -wer.e un
certain
(� and Courier)

1947 Oct. 13

1947 Oct. 15

Hurricane-force winds (SE 65-70 mph at Parris
Island) �ith a storm surge of 9-12 feet; prope rty
and crops suffered to tune of $3 million; Folly
Beach.experienc�d significant erosion, collapsed
buildings

(2)

1949 Aug. 28-29

(1)

Gale SU 54 mph and poYer outage at Charleston

1950 Oct. 17-25

Yinds E 42 mph (Charleston)

1952 Aug. 31
''Able"

Stonn small and "lop--sidec!" and "wobbling on its
course" but packed 70-80 mph winds at Beaufort:,
""Yhich reported "two traffic deaths, fallen trees,
disrupted po�er and telephone service, ruined
cotton, smashed windows, ripped roofs"; most
severe property da!r.age occurred on Edisto Island,
·w'here many houses were ·washed or blown away;
dar.ages for the entire coast was set at �3
million and it would have been greater had storm
not arrived at low tide U�e�-ls and Courier)

(2)
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1954 Aug. 23-29
1954 Oct. 15
"Hazel"

(1)

(3)

1955 Aug. 16-17 (l)
11 Diana"

Gale winds pushed salt ,;rater 14 miles up Bl.ac�
River near Georgetown
Extrer.1e storm, most destructive in terms of lost
property ever to trouble coastal SC; winds SY 106
mph at Georgetown/Myrtle Beach; tidal surge 17-18
feet on upper coast; devastation extreme on the
beaches north of Georgetown, recently filled vith
resorts and su:n:ner cottages; Yhole communities
llere swept a\lay: miles of "grass covered dunes
from ten to twenty feet high, along and behind
vhich beach homes had been. _built. in a contimlous
line • • • simply dlsappeare� cunes, houses, and
all; property losses totaled S27 million, hue
the re is only one death
Center in NC; damage to property in coastal SC-
$100,000

1956 Sept. 2 5-26
"Flossy"
1959 July 9 (1)
11
9 1 Cindy

Gale winds 50-60 mph; small stonn moved inland
acro_ss Bull's Island; produced storm surge of
10 feet at high tide at Charleston and points
north; da��ge minor; 1 death due to a traffic
mishap at HcClellanvi lle

1959 Sept. 29
"Gracie"

Extreme stom; packed hurricane force uinds SE: 80
mph; storm surge only 8.6 feet (storm ar rived on
lower SC coast at dead lo� water); prop�rty
losses amounted to $12 millions; ll, livas were
lost (both figure s would have been much higher
had tidal situation been different)

(3)

Eye of storm remained at sea; Isle of Palms-recorded
45 mph winds; damage slight

1960 July 29
''Brenda"
1960 Sept. 11
"Donna"

'(l)

Gale winds S 50 mph at Charleston, where tornado
appeared; center of storm rei;iained at sea; minor
effect

1963 Oct. 25
"Ginny"
1964 Aug. 29
"Cleo"

Diminished hurricane which took heavy toll in
Florida passed 65 miles to sea; gale winds 50-60
mph on some beaches; associated with tornadoes
at Garden City and Charleston; property losses
totaled $1 million due to the tornadoes

(l)

Dying hurricane spa�med t:;;o small tornadoes Yhich
damaged dwellings in Charleston and Honct�•s Corner

l
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1964 Sept. 12-13
11 Dora 11

Hurricane spent by passage overland; spa.med
torna.d-:> at Myrtle Beach and produced heavy ralns-8 inches in 24 hours at Conway; minor damage

1966

Yith the advent of operational weather satellites,
US Weather Service wade.routin� use of satellite
cloud photography to identify tropical stoms in
an early stage of development. (Eughes)

1966 June 10
"Alma"

Diminished hurricane logged winds of 50 mph at
Cha;leston; slight damage to shipping, especially
at Beaufort

1968 June 7, 10-11
0Abby 11

First storm of the season dumped ten inches of rain
on Charleston

1968 Oct. 19
n
11 Gladys

Center of ston:i with 100 mph winds passed unevent
fully offshore

1971 Aug. 17-18

Tropical depression brought heavy rains (14 inches
in 48 hours at Charleston), flooding--�aist-deep in
Georgetown--and significant beach erosion

1979 Sept. 4-5
"David"

UTH CAROLINA

(1)

Spent hurricane, having devastated the �ast Indies,
failed to live up to e.xpectations; struck Charleston
and the northern coast at nonrAl high tide, but the
56 mph winds generated a stqrm surge of only 8 or 9
feet, or 2 to 3 feet above norruil high tide; pro
perty losses (there was no loss of life) totaled
$7 million--a modest e:::iount Yhen set over against
the potential losses-.. and centered on the northern
coast: 13 houses demoll-shed at Litchfield, several
severely damaged and destroyed at Folly Bea��; other
wise the storm left tons of fallen trees and deb:::is

3
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Table 1
SUMMARY OF TROPICAL STORMS
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FREQUENCY BY :MONTH

All Storms

Period of 1686 .. 1980
:umber of Storms

May
1

June
5

July
3

August
22

'ercentage of Total

1.3

6.6

3.9

28.9

September
31

40.8

October

14

18.4

Tot:al

76

1007. (99.S

Period of 1881 - 1980
,u mber of Storms
'ercentage of Total

May

l

June
2

July

August
10

3.0

6.1

6. l

30.3

B.

2

September

October

33.3

21.2

1001.

August

September

October

Total

26.5

52.9

11

7

TotaL

33

Major and Great Storms

All

Period of 1686-1980
.urnb.ar of Storms
ercenta8e of Total

May

June

0

0

0

July

0

l

2.9

·9

18

6

17.6

34

100%

(99 I

Period of 1881 - 1980
;umber of Storms
•ercentage of Total

Mc'.\y

0

0

June

July

August

s.9

35.3

1

0

0

c.

6

September
6

35.3

October
4

23.5

Total

17

100�

Great Storms

Period of 1686 - 1980
·.umber of Storms
ercent�ge of Total

May
0

0

June
0

0

0

August
5

0

50

July

September

October
1

40

!O
October
l

4

Total

10

100%

Period of 1881 - l980
·:umber· of Storms

?ercentage of Total

May

June

July

August

September

0

0

0

66.7

16.7

0

0

0

4

63

l

16.7

Total
6

100¼ (100,

-

Table
SUMHARY OF TROPICAL STORMS

2
-

AVERAGE INTERVALS

A. Period of 1686-1980
Average Interval
All Storms

3.9 years

( 76)

Major/Great Storms

(34)

8.6 years

Great Storms (10)

29.5 years

B. Period of 1881-1980
Average Interval
3.3 years

All Storms ( 33)
t-'.ajor/Great Storms

Great Storms

5.9

(17.)

(�)

years

16.6 years

64
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Table 3

RSAL INTERVALS BETWEEN TROPICAL STO?�·IS
(LONGEST/SHORTEST) BY CLASS AND SEVERAL PERIODS
SHORTEST

LONGEST
1681-1780

All Storms

(13)

Major/Great Stonns (6)
Great Storms

14 years (twice: 1686-1700
·.•
and 1728-1752)

15

28 years (1752-1780 )

15 days (1752)

20 years (1854-1874)

47 days (1806)

20 years (twice: 18221842 and 1854-1874)

2 years (1820-1822)

days

(1752)

(l)

1781-1880
All Storms

(30)

Hajor/Great Storms (8)
Great Storms (3)

9 years (1813-1822)

1881-1980
All Stucms

(33)

��jor/Great Storms (17)

15 years (1964-1979)

46

21 years (1959-1980)

46 days

Great Storms (6)

days ( 1893)
(1893 )

5 years (1954-1959)

\.fu,ole Period - 1686-1980
Great Storms (10)

63 years (1822-1885)

65

5 years (1954-1959)

Table 4

SAFFIR/SIMPSON HURRICANE SCALE RANGES
Scale
Number

(category)

Central Pressure

(millibars)

(inches}

Winds

(mile,/hourJ

95

Surg&

Damaga

{feat)

4- 5 Minima,

1

�980

28.94

2

965- 979

28.E0 - :!3.91

96- 110

6- 8 Maden�

3

945- 964

27.91 - 28. 47

111- 130

9- 12 Extensive

4

920- 944

27.17- 27.88

131 - 155

5

.<92.0

<27.17

>155

66

74-

13- 18 Extreme
>18 Catastrophic

---··-···-·
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Table 5
NUMBER OF HURRICANES (DIRECT HITS) AFFECTING UNITED
STATES AND INDIVIDUAL STATES 1900-1978 ACCORDING TO
SAFFIR/SIMPSON HURRICANE SCALE.
[Updated from Hebert and Taylor (1975).]
Area

Un:e?d States

(Texas to Maine)
Texas
(North)
(Central)
(South)
Louisiana
Missis:.ippi
Alabama

2

3'

4

5

47

29

38

13

2

129

53

9

9

7

6
4

a

31

13

4
2

3

3

4

4
1

3

(Northeast}
(SouthweJt}

5

. (Northwast}

(Southeast)
Georgia
South Carolina
North Carolina
Virginia
Maryland
Delaware
New Jersey

1
1

4·
9

1

a

0
1

New York

3

Connecticut

2

Rhode Island
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Maina

Major

Hurricsn•

1

18
9
1

Florida

All

Category Numbitt"

0

, ..

2

4

2

6
1

1
11

2
1
4

3

0
0
0
1

0

1

3

0

0

15

5
0
0

0

20

1

16

6
2

6

5

5
3

0

5

8

7

3

0

3
3

1
1·
0
0
0

1•
1·.
l►
0
0

. ..·.• \

2
6

r

0

0

0

4•
3•

3•
"'
2
0
0

1

1

2
3
0
1•
l9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

1

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

13
6

12

20
5
7

50
6

22
4
10
19

,�

3

0

0

7
6

4•
5

1•
4

.

t=:-·3)

6

2
5
10

3
3

21
5
0
8
10
0

3

7

1•

a
o·

0

4•

3•

3•

2·
0

0

•indicates .ill hurricanes in this category were moving faster than 30 mph.
Note: State totals will not equal United States totals and Taxas and Flo,ida
sectional totals will not equa-1 state totals.
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Table 6
COSTLIEST HURRICANES, UNITED STATES 1900-1978
(More than $50,000,000 damage}
Hurricane

VP.at

Category

Damag. (U.S.1

1. AGNES-{l=Ja./Norths.;;.t U.S.)"

1972-

l'

2. CAMILLE (Mis:i:sl;,pi/La.)

1969

5

si:1 oo,cao.ooo

3. BETSY (Florida/Louisiana}

1965

3

4. DIANE (Northeast U.S.).

1955.

1,420,500,000

1

5. ELOISE (Northwe-st Florida)

1975

3

- 831,700,000

6. CAROL (Northeast U.S.)

1954

. 31

7. CELIA (South Texas)

1970

3

8. CARLA (Texas)

1961

4 .,

1938

31

-:�-eo

9. DONNA (Fla./Eastern U.S.)
10. Mew England

4

1,410,700.000

550,000,000'.
.461,000,C00
45J,OOO,CQO
408,000,C00.
_. . , 387,000,000

3co,ccc,oao

11. HAZEL (North & South Carolina}

1954

41

12. DORA (North�ast Florida}

1964

2

250,000,000:

13. BEULAH (South Texas)

1967

3

200,000.000;

14. AUDREY (Louisiana/rexas)

1957

4

15. CARMEN (Louisiana}

1974

3

150,000,000

1fi. CLEO (Southeast Florida)

.1964

2

128,500,0Cln

17. HILDA (Louisiana)

1964

3

18; Florida (Miami & Pensacola)

1926

4

i25,COO,OOQ.

19. Southaast Florida/La.-Miss.

1947

20. Northeast U.S.

1944

4
3l

100,000,000·

21. BELLE (North�ast U.S.)

1976

1

1955

3

100,000,000

23. Southwest & Northeast Florida

1944

3

24. Southeast Florida

1945

3

25. Southea>t Florida

1949

3

22. JONE (North Carolina)

.

·- -:·

1 lncludas $80,000,000 in Puerto Rico.
1 Mo�in'.] more th.in 30 miles per hour.

6C

281,000,000

�

150,000,000

112,000,000
110,000,000

88,C00,000
63,000,000
60,000,000

s2,ooo,ooo+

... .

-

Tabla 7

INCIDENCC:: Or MAJOR HURRICANES (DIR:CT HITS) BY 1\10,'JTHS TO
AFFECT THE UNITED STATES AND INDIVIDUAL STATES ACCORDING
TO THE SAFFIA/SIMPSON HURRICANE SCALE.
Month

Area
United States

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

All

2

2

11

30

7.

53_

l

1

5

6

(Texas to Maine)

Texas

(North}

1

1

(Central)

{South}
Loui:iiana

2

Mississippi

1

Alabama

1

Florida

(Northw�t;

1
t

2

13
6

2

1
2

1

2

3

4

5

3

1

1

1
2

1

14

5

4

(Northeast}

(Southwest}

5

3

(Southeast)

1

7

2

Geo,gia

1u

3
.3
21
5
0
8
10
0

South Carolina

1

North Carolina

2

1

3

5

1

7

.1

Virginia

1

Maryland

0

Delaware

0

New Jersey

0
1

New York

3

4

Conn2eticut

·1

2

3

Rhode Island

1

2

3

2

2

Massachusetts
New Hampshire

0
0

Maine

Note: St;:ite totals viii! not equal United States total5 and Texas and Florida
sectional tot<lls will not equal state totals.
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Table

8

?:!i.Ql!E:NCY OF F1JU....FLEr:x:;ED HURRICAi'iES FOR SEVEML s.c:crrm;s Or T.tiC: t-.ORTHWE.SI.E:.R�

ATL-HiTIC COASTLINE, 1900-1957

(The relative ratio is result of correlation of

number of hurricanes and length of coastline)*

No. of Tropical Storms
Giving Hurricane Force
(constant 74 miles per
hour) Winds

Area

Relative
Ratio

Southern Florida

18

12.0

Texas

24

7.2

North Carolina

17

6.2

South Carolina

5

3.1

Ne-.1 York/Naw England

8

1.5

Georgia

3

1.1

*Adapted from Gordon E. Dunn ·and Banner I. Hiller, Atlantic i:iurricanas
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1960), P• 52.
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A P P E N D I X

A

(Docu:nent:)

Beaufort, South Carolina
In 1893 we had the most terrible hurricane that this coast has experienced in
a vary long time.
It was Sunday August 27th, 1893.
raj r,, and we hurried home.

We all went to church, but it began to

All day the wind blew in gusts and rain fell. As evening came on the wind
blew harder. Tide was due to be high about 5 P.M. and should have been low water
about midnight, but as night settled down, the wind inc�eased in velocity and
tha tide was held up and could not fall, so the next tide piled on top of the
first, and by midnight the ocean had come in over St. Helena and Lady's Island
and flooded Beaufort. The wind grew higher and higher,. until it reached 125
miles per hour.
The waves of the sea dashed against house� and on the Point where we were living; all small houses were washed away; not one was left standing when morning
c:a.'1le.
Around 1 A.M. there was a.furious ringing of our door bell, and a tall negro
man we knew asked if he might bring women and children to our front porch as all
their houses we�e gone, and they had them in boats seeking shelter. My Father
said "No, the piazza is about to go as it is only held up by one column. Bring
them into the house". So in a room used as a private school room, and equipped
with benches and chairs they were sheltered the rest of the night. Three trips of
the big ferry boat were made, bringing 12 to 15 people·each trip, so we had around
30 people sheltered for the night. They had lost everything they possessed except
what was on their backs. When morning came, two old colored people, man and wife
were drowned. One lay at our front door, the other at the back.
The wind came from the east, so I stood at the west windows.and watched what
was taking place. Huge waves dashed against the causeway near the house, and the
wind cut them off and carried the water far back in town. Entire roofs of· houses
went whirling through the air to crash way back in town. All night this kept up.
Way in -the worst of the storm we heard a crash. Boards from a house on the
next corner from ours, probably 200 ft. away had been torn off and driven end ways
t�ough the side of 01.1r house. The house was so badly ruined we had to leave it
when the storm was over.
Towa!:"d 5 A.H. the wind began to abate, and when daylight came, it was over.
But what a wreck.
The water front was a shambles. The cotton gin of George �-Jaterhouse was
er.tirely demolished. The two great boilers were carried by the waves and landed
against the bluff in front of the Sea Island Hotel.
The Steamer "Clifton," a steam boat which operated between Beaufort and
sa,,annah, was carried by the waves to the bend beyond the Court House and placed
riqht against the bluff. A deep channel had to be dug in order to get her. afloat
after the storm had passed.
Capt. George Crofut saved his tug boat by running with the wind and putting
tb.� boat agai�st the bluff in front of the court house. This toor had to be dug
out after the storm passed.
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All goods stored in the basements of the stores 6n tl�e water front ....-ere lost,
unless merchants took warni�g on the approach of the storm and removed them to
higher ground.
Roofs of the stores were torn off and Bay street a sharnb1es. Every stre�t in
town was piled as high as the house tops with uproqted trees, demolished houses,
hous.ehold furniture etc. It was impossible to get through the streets without
c lirrbing over and under the debris. • • •
For weeks fires were kept burning in 'the streets and dead bodies of dogs, chickens
etc, were flung in and burned for they could not be buried.
Miss Clara Barton and the Red Cross came and lent all the aid they could to
relieve the distress, and this was very valuable to the helpless.
Communication with the outside world was cut off, as of course we had no elec
tricity nor telephone, so relatives from otner places were much distressed until
rail or boat corn.�unication could be resumed.
There was only one white person lost that I re�ernber of. It was Dr. Hazal,
brother of Mrs. Susan Rice. He was quarantine doctor on Parris Island at the out
going sea depot, and he was drowned. We understood he lost his life in an effort
to save the lives of two negro boys. There was much difficulty in getting the body
to the Baptist cemetery, as streets were piled high with debris, but by many wind
ings and sending men ahead with axes to cut the debris of trees etc. the hearse
finally made it and he was buried.
But on St. Helena and Lady 1 s Island, hundreds of people were drowned, alms>st
entirely negro, for they had no way to escape, and the people of Beaufort town·
could not get to the.!:l, as there was no bridge to cross ·the river, boats only could
be used, and these were a wreck and sunken so not available.
For weeks men hunted these islands for the bodies, and when found buried them
at once, for no funerals could be held.
Well, finally all was over and Beaufort picked up and started over again.
And in Sept 29th. 1959 we were still here to undergo Hurricane "Gracie" who
did her best to demolish us, but she failed and we are still on hand and getting
back to normal. "Gracie" did not have the··'help of the ocean that 1893 did, so she
did her best but the ocean did not help hel:.< · .
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(Document)

PROBABLE EFFECTS OF EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH TIDES
ON SELECTED AREAS OF CHARLESTON COUNTY
The following information is prepared solely as a guideline in making decisions
effecting the evacuation of selected areas of Charleston County. Tide levels are
given in feet above Mean Sea Level (MSL); MSL at Charleston Harbor is 2.72 feet above
Mean Low Water (MLW). A predicted tide of 8'MSL would mean that the expected tide
•..;il� be 8 feet above MS!.. or 10. 7 feet above-MLW.

EDISTO ISLAND - With an expected tide of 8'MSL, all beach front residents should
be advised to relocate inland. Relocation should be completed before tides reach
the 7'MSL point as 7'MSL tides will most likely flood all exit routes. Tides
of lO'MSL or above will cause serious flooding over most of the island from the
tlorth and South Edisto rivers and residents should relocate to the Adams Run or
Hollywood areas. Evacuation should take place before tides reach the 7'MSL point.
SEABROOK AND KIAWAH ISLA..�DS - A tide of 8'MSL will probably cause serious flooding,
however, as a 5 'MSL tide floods exit roads, res:i,._dents planning to leave the island
should be advised to do so prior to the tides r��ching the S'MSL mark. With an
expected tide of lO'MSL all residents should relocate to higher ground.
FOLLY BEACH - A tide of B'MSL will cause serious flooding with some water over
exit roads. With an expected tide of lO'MSL residents should be advised to
evacuate to higher ground.
JAMES ISLAND - A tide of B'MSL will flood roads in low lying areas. Tides of
lO'MSL will cause some serious flooding in residential areas near the river and
bay. A tide of lS'MSL would require complete evacuation of the island. Any
evacuation should commence prior to tides reaching 7'MSL.
Some streets of Charleston star't flooding with tides of
PENINSULA CHARLESTON
S'MSL; with an expected tide of lO'MSL more than half the city would be flooded.
With a lO'MSL tide all residents with homes along the Battery, East Bay Street
and within 6 blocks of both the Cooper and Ashley Ri�ers should relocate to
higher ground. With a forecast tide of lS'MSL all residents should be advised
to evacuate the city or to relocate to sound structures along, and to one block.
on either side of King and Meeting Streets.
NORTH CHARLESTON - With an expected tide of lO'MSL, residents near the Cooper
River should relocate at least one-half mile inland from the river as far north
as Remount Road. Along the Ashley River, residents should make a similar move
as far north as Middleton Gardens.
MOUNT PLEASANT - Waterfront properties in old Mt. Pleasant are mostly on a 15 to
20 foot bluff and would not be effected by lO'MSL tides, however, residents along
Shem Creek and other low lying areas should relocate. Sound structures along
Rifle Range Road, west of Hamlin Road, along Mathis Ferry Road and along Highway
17 should be safe in any hurricane.
ISLE OF PALMS/SULLIVAN'S ISLANDS - With an expected tide of B'MSL all beach front
residents should relocate. With a forcast tide of lO'HSL or higher all residents
should evacuate the islands and relocate on the mainland. The causeway between
Mt. Pleasant and Sullivan's Island will flood at about 7'MSL.
AWENDAW/McCLELLENVILLE - Residents in rural areas east of Highway 17 who are near
major streams or within one-half mile of marsh areas should relocate to higher
ground when tides of 12'MSL or higher are forecast. Areas adjacent to Highway 17
should be safe from any hurricane tides. Residents of McClellenville should also
consider relocating if tides of 12'MSL or above are expected.
4/29/81
�ource:

Charleston County Disaster Preparedness Agency]
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HURRJCANIES
VVarnings

Go Unheedf:d/

Center Director Says

Neil Frank
l ..:son

Opens Today

;,IlAMI (AP) - The 1981 Atlantic
· ( ·cane season opens Monday with
� .rst name on this year's list-of
11 u1 names already used up.
Forecasters ·bega n identifying
J ·1s with a phonetic alphabet sysr, 11 1950,
.
I ..-r! first name on this year's list
,; Arlene, bat that was taken by a
rP-�arly .May tropical storm that.
r 1ed torrential rai ..� ;;·:::!" .Tamai
. uba arin th:> Dahamas.
{ext up on the !!st of names for
p_ical storms and hurricanes is
e followed by Cindy and Dennis.
:. 1pleting the list of storm namP.s
this year are: Emily, Floyd,
rt, Harvey, Irene, Jose, Katrina,
-; ·, !\[aria, Nate, Ophelia, Phil
� :Uta, Stan, Tammy, Vince and
!1ud.

"When you have a rare event like a
CORAL GABLES, Fla. (AP) From horizon to horizon, thousands
hurricane, it's the natural tendency
of high-rise hotels, condominiums
o! human beings to deny the dan
and sumptuous houses line the sun
ger," Frank said. "They say: 'It's
drenched Florida coast from Pensa just not go1ng to hit me."'
cola to Key West to Jacksonville.
Even before the official beginning
The same scene exists along the. of the 1931 hurricane season, Tropi
barrier islands of Texas, Alabama,
cal Storm Arlene was born in the
Mississippi and the Atlantic Coast Caribbean and spread torrential
from Maine to Georgia where more
rains over Jamaica, Cuba and the
than 60 million people have been Bahamas.
drawn to the good life by the sea.
On the average, six·Atlantic hurri
Neil Frank enjoys peaceful beach canes develop each year. During
strolls along the coast, but the 1980, there were 11 named storms,
homes, hotels and high-rises he pass•
nine of which became hurricanes.
es give him nightmares of hurricane
Jam� P. Walsh, acting adminis
trator of the National Oceanic an�
destruction.
Frank, director or the National Atmospheric Administration, said,
Hu rricane C e n ter, h a s b e c o m e this country is "in the most vulnera
something of a latter-day Paul Rev ble posit:on in history" should a ma·
ere. deliv ering m o r e than 100 jor hurricane strike.
speeches and lectures each year.
"We just don't have the knowledge
warning people about hurricanes to predict what this season will
aml pleading with local offidals to bring," Frank said. "But if you're
make preparations before a big going to bet, you can bet against a
storm strik�s.
hurricane hitting the southeast Flor
Much
�he time, people simply id;. .:oast. The odds arP. one in seven
refuse to listen, Frank said in an In anv onP year."
interview on the eve of the Junt> · ft·s uia1 ·c,ne cnance in seven that
1-Nov :to Atlantic hurricane season. worries Frank and civil defense of!i
· � -rtiey don·t o'eli1::ve ·a hurricane cia ls along the Atl3.ntic and Gulf
might actually barrel ashore with coasls. They say people living in the
200 mph winds that would collapse most vulnerable ·areas never have
homes like houses of cards and push experienced the fury or a major
ashore huge waves that could de s�rm.
When Hurricane David came with
stroy the foundations of beachfront
. In a few miles of the heavily populatcondos.
' ed Florida Gold Coast in 1979,
hardware and grocery stores were
packed with frantic people�··while
thousands of elderly residents on
Miami Beach fled their apartments
in a chaotic evacuation that revealed
glaring deficiencies in Dade Coun
ty's disaster plan.
"The disaster plan was a disas
ter," said Miami Beach Fire-Rescue
Lt. Jack Narrei'l shortly .after David
brushed the area.
Following the false alarm, many
Miami Beach residents vowed to
never again leave their homes in the
face of a hurricane.
"I'm staying h ome no rnatter
what," Stella Miller said. "I don't
care lf the water flows over my head.
If I drown, I drown. But I would
never go again to a shelter - nev
er."
Because that attitude still prc\"ails
in Miami Beach and other ocean•
front cities, Frank fears that when
a big storm does make landfall here.
the death toll could exceed the U.S.
record of 6,000 deaths when a hu:-ri
C:!ne roared into Galveston, Texas
in 1900.

r.:
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Red Rockets to Geosynchronous Satellites;
Flags to Television:
The Hurricane Warning System in Charleston, Past and Present

Robert J. Dukes, Jr.
Department of Physics
The College of Charleston
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Today a hurricane is followed by the devices of modern science

Hurricane!
the

from
slight

moment

of

disturbance

Carribean,

and

its
in

the

finally

continent

or

the

hurricane

is

measured,

weeks

of

its

daily

by

newspaper,

hurricane

business

is

the

the

land

mass of the North American

North Atlantic the typical Atlantic

analyzed and discussed for the two to three

public is informed of its position several times

radio,

and

a

television.

few

office
it

Hurricane tracking charts are

consists

the

At any time

hundred miles of a N.W.S. Office much of the

concerns

the

Born as a

of

the

hurricane

answering

and a surprisingly large

telephones

which

ring

questions and fears of the American public.

almost
As a

warning system of today consider the situation in the early

when warnings of hurricanes were minimal and the populace ill prepared
disaster
know

threaten
We

the instant of its death.

Atlantic, fed by the warm waters of the
by

of

probed,
The

expressing

to

the

should

waters

within

of

constantly

for

cold

that

percentage

18OO's

eastern

destroyed

life.

of

contrast

until

by both news media and the National Weather Service.

distributed
a

birth

when

our

which
a

befell

hurricane

Today we take for granted that we

them.
is

coming.

We also assume that if one does

homes we will be warned in time to leave and protect our lives.

are going to trace the development of this warning system from the time of

settlement

of

the

Low

Country

and explore the validity of our assumptions

mentioned above.
The
aware

of

residents
the

signs

which

hot,

dry

summer.

such

a

the

Low Country during the eighteenth century became

possibility of the

the

for

of

pointed

belief

11

September 11 or "Equinoctical Gale".

One of

to the coming of such a storm was supposed to be a

Ramsay in his history of South Carolina provided the basis
in

his

accounts
81

of

the

storms of 1728 and 1752.

He

82
C

explained it this way:
"By such excessive heat the air becomes
rarefied,
and a violent hurricane commonly
follows and restores the balance. In such a
case
the
wind usually proceeds from the
These storms, indeed, seldom happen
northeast.
except in seasons when there has been little
thunder, when the weather has been long, dry,
and
hot.
Accordingly, on the 15th of
September,
1752 a dreadful hurricane took
place.
In the night before it was observed by
the inhabitants of Charl�ston that the wind at
the northeast began to blow hard_ and continued
increasing in violence until morning." 1
By

the end of the eighteenth ce ntury inhabitants of the Low Country were

aware

of

surf

would

other

signs

which foretold the coming of a "September Gale".

The

be high and would roar and the tides might be higher than normal.

these

While
were

other

signs are indeed associated with the coming of a hurricane there
ideas

prevalent which weren't as valid.

For example Rams·ay gave

the following formula for predicting a hurricane:
"The inhabitants of Sullivan's Island, and of
the sea-coast, should be attentiva to all great
changes of the weather between the 1st and the
16th of September, particularly after _very hot
and
especially when an uncommon
summers,
roaring is heard from the sea. It appears _that
hurricanes have generally come earlier in the
.The two first. in 1700 and in i7 13,
season.
were on September 16th; that of 1728, was
September 14th; that of 1752, · September 15;
that of 1804, September 8th. It is therefore
more probable that the next will be before than
after the 8th of September.112

Actually
August
Ramsay's

27,

the
1813;

attempt

failures to come.

next three major hurricanes to hit the Low Country were on
September
at

10,

hurricane

1820;

and

forecasting

Septe�ber
set

the

27, 1822.
stage

for

Thus Dr.
many such

,,.,..-.-· ' -,o-rjjk

•"T:A'bf r,"

.

..

.
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This

forecast

while

the

using

natural

today

we

some

future

however,

almost

of an existing hurricane �o warn of its coming.

Even

course.

At

the beginning of the nineteenth century,

nothing was known about the nature of hurricanes despite the

their

rotary

such as roaring surf were examples of

Once one is formed we can track it and predict with some

date.

its

their

events

almost no ability to forecast the formation of a hurricane at

accuracy

that

concerning

effects

have

future

fact

was an attempt of predicting the for::.ation of a hurricane

stories

existence

motion

was

had been known since the time of Columbus.
unknown

until

the

mid

Even

1800's although Benjamin

Franklin came very close to deducing this fact. 3
At

the

blowing

in

a

it. became
discovery
could

its
a

Dr.

was writing the gales were thought of as wind

straight line which commenced and then later ended.

apparent
a

Ramsay

that

tremendous

these
idea

was

gal�s. moved
born.

across

the Earth.

Gradually
With this

If successive positions of a storm

be established then its direction of motion could be determined and its

future
send

time

position
information

path
means

Once this was done if some means could be found to

found.
about

the

could be warned.
was

for

the

the

recently

at hand.

purpose

storm faster than the storm then communities in

With the perfection of the telegraph in 1844 such

The first person to actually try to use the telegraph

of warning of storm movement was Joseph Henry, Secretary of

created

Smithsonian

institution

who

in

1847

Smithsonian's Regents:
••• It is proposed to organize a system of
observation
which shall extend as far as
possible
over
the
North
American
continent •••• rhe citizens of the United States
are
now scattered over every part of the
southern and western portions of North America,
and the extended lines of the telegraph will
furnish a ready means of warning the more
northern and eastern observers to be on the

'

··r•'1•a'r•·r��-.-:' "?t'":t""l-g.,',•1::t:r,ds'#:1'"•.·-:

wrote

to the

-

84

watch from the first appearance of an advancing
storm. 4

1850

By
States

and

advisory
other

Henry had a network of 150 observers scattered across the United
was using their reports to construct a daily weather map and post

weather signals on the main tower of the Smithsonian.

scientists

Professor

were

Cleveland

active

Abbe

of

in

reporting

the

Cincinnati

the

weather

Besides Henry

to

Astronomical

the

public.

Observatory was

issuing daily weather reports which soon began to include forecasts.
The

forerunner

of today's Weather Service was formed as a result of the

growing

desire

on

on

Great

Lakes

the

Lakes

a

resolution

Secretary
and

the part of the public for storm warnings.

to

give

introd4ced

in the U.S. Congress which required the

observations

cities

along

headquarters
received

on the Great Lakes and on the seacoast by telegraph and

This

making

the

was

notice

signals.

of

in 1868 had caused great destruction to shipping on the

of War to take meteorological observations at the military stations

marine

of

After a storm

was ·assigned to the Signal Service which began

on November 1, 1870.

the

in

duty

coast

in

addition
On

Washington.

These were telegraphed to a number
to

December

being
19,

sent

1870

to the Service's

Sergeant J. E. Evans

a telegram which ordered him to clsoe the Montgomery, Alabama office
Signal

Service

and

to

report

to

Charleston

as expeditiously as

possible in order to be ready to send observations by January 1, 1871.5
When

Sergeant

Evans

arrived · in

required

observations

were

was

continuation

of

the

Charleston

1738(His

dating

back

Charleston

he found that many of the

already being taken by the City Registrar.
a

long

tradition

of

monitoring

This

the weather in

to the pioneering observations of Dr. John Lining in

Sergeant Evans was Charleston's first full-time paid weather observer
pay

as

an

Army

sergeant

was $17.00 per month).

The original Signal
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office

Service
at

was

on the third floor of the Carolina Savings Bank building

l Broad Street in downtown Charleston.

The thermometers, rain gauges, and

other instruments were located on the roof of this. building.6
By

April,

serving
daily

the
to

stations

Carolina coasts.

Washington

telegraphed

back

where

to

the

in

Charleston,

Augusta, and Wilmington were

These stations telegraphed reports three times
summaries

observers,

and

predictions

railroad

were

stations

prepared

and

and the Associated

Initially Charleston didn't benefit greatly from the warning service

Press.
since

it

coast

and

soon

1870

was

on

one end of the chain running from south to north along the

hence had no stations further south to provide the warnings.

changed,

however,

This

as stations were established in Savannah and then in

Florida.
Shortly
it

to

the Charleston office was opened an opportunity arose for

provide its primary service.

through

the

unerring
which

after

Low

Country.

monitors,

enabled

river craft at least to secure safe moorings. "7

the

1874

passed

Charleston.

Sergeant

Evans'

the

the

the

28th,

Signal

Service

Again in

proved its worth when a stronger storm

In the official log maintained by Sergeant McGauran,

successor,

weather

gave

News reports of the storm pointed out that "those

the weather reports, foretold its coming by several days,

September,
by

On August 19, 1871 a weak hurricane came

we

find

the notation that the Charleston press

office credit "for the display of signals from midnight of

clearly showing a knowledge of the storm eight or ten hours before

hand. 118
The
flown

signals

from

warning
received

the

posted
by

the

or

warnings mentioned in these reports consisted of a flag

roof

of the building housing his office with details of the

at several places throughout the city.
public.

This service was Yell

When the storm of August 27, 1881 cut the city off
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.....

from

all telegraphic communication

of

the

from

posting

the

sites,

outside

the

residents of the city formed lines at one

News and Courier building, hoping for some word

or some advice from the weather observer who was beginning

to

be the recognized expert on such storms.

in

Savannah

instruments

the

washed

misfortune

roof

awayr

of
The

the

weather

office was destroyed and the

news

reports

indicate

that Mr� Ford, the

remained on duty until the l�st possible moment.9

observer,

weather

Similar

befell Sergeant McGauran's replacement,Sergeant James H. Smith, on

25, 1885 when his weather apparatus was carried away by a storm.

August

was

storm
one

where

This storm was especially severe

of

This

much more severe than anticipated from the warnings received being

the

few

cases

where

the

actual

eye

of

the

storm

passed over

Charleston. 10
This
the

unexpected

Service
trying

very

statistics
the

was

beginning

position.

proving

service.

Washington
this

of the storm provoked very muted criticism in

press which foretold much harsher complaints in the decades to come.

Signal

of

intensity

the
Each

The

to

The

work itself into what would prove to be a

weather

observers

were

required. to

collect

worth of their warnings in order to justify the cost
time

an

observer

issued

a warning he would send

an estimate of the value of shipping which remained in port due to

warning

and

hence

was

saved

from the storm. For a typical storm the

Charleston observer filed the following report:

Two schooners, southbound, one of two masts and
the other of three masts, put into port for
s helter at 1 P.M. ater their masters .saw the
hurricane flags flying from the light vessel
These vessels would have met
off Charleston.
the same fate as the others that were wrecked
off
Charleston that night.
There were 6
steamers, 14 schooners, 2 barks, and 2 brigs
and a greater number of small craft in port.
The
crews
thereof, including passengers,
numbered
202 and the cargoes consisted of

......
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lumber,
cot�on, rice, rosin, clay, wheat,
phosphate,
iron, domestic and
turpentine,
manufactured
goods, and miSffllaneous items
with a total value of $522,700.
These

statistics

were

for

effectiveness.

used

by

the

example,

in

1882

Signal

Service

to

prove

its cost

the following report appeared in an

official publication of the Service:..
Statistics enough have been obtained to give
some idea of the very large amount of property
that was prevented from goint to sea in the
cyclone or that ran into the harbor after
seeing
the signals.
The total amount of
figures sent in by the observers is $6,460,586.
It is estimated at the Signal Office that at
least $13,000,000 of property and many persons
remained safely in harbor on account of the
warning given by the Signal Office and that the
savings in this one storm pays the expense of
the service for at least 10 years.12
On

the

other hand there is another implication to such claims.

if

the Signal Service got the credit when its warnings provided benefits then

perhaps
the

it

news

should be blamed when the warnings are in error.

That is that

As we shall see

media and the public were not slow to attach such blame in the past

and will probably cont inue to do so in the future.
In
Army

the

was

personnel
1890
and
this
was

1880's

another problem was confronting the Signal Service.

becoming

increasingly

tied

with· what

up

unhappy

at

having

a

The

large number of its

was essentially a civilian function.

Thus in

the. Weather Bureau was created as part of the Department of Agriculture
Signal Service weather observers became civilians.13

the

It was during

transistion thet a new weather observer arrived in Charleston.
Lewis

Service
system

N.

for
of

Jesunofsky.
improved

flags

and

As

techniques

part
Nr.

of

His name

the ongoing search of the Weather

Jesunofsky

took the rather primitive

notices which existed in Charleston on his arrival and

88

turned
existing
sent

into

it

a

system

today.

The

rivaling

in complexity if not technology the one

details of this system are given in annual reports he

to Washington between 1895 and 1900.

14

One_ gathers, from reading these

reports,

that he was an excellent publicist as well as weather observer.

tone

the reports indicates that there was some question both in the local

of

community
service
his

as

well as at the national level as to the usefulness of a weather

office.

existence

values

of

Evidence

Lewis Jesunofsky worked hard at providing justification for
by providing repor�s like the one quoted earlier giving dollar

ships
of

apparently

The

and

his

cargoes

visibility

enclosed

with

which
in

the

utility

remained
community

bills

from

in port due to his warnings.
is

provided

The

by

an notice

Charleston Consolidated

Railway, Gas, and Electric Company dated 1899 which read:

NOTICE TO CONSUMERS:
If your Bills are higher this month than
last, do not complain to us. Remember the days
Go to Mr. Jesunofsky, at the
are shorter.
Weather Bureau, and kick for longer days.15
The
well

fact

that

known

enough

advertisement
background
reports
the

indicates

publicize

Service
Low

both
and

is

Country.

been

the

electric

that

he

was

company to refer to him by name in an
not

the ·world passed him by.

a

person

to

retire

into

the

Evidence like this as well as his

that Mr. Jesunofsky saw himself as a person responsible to
in

inform.

still

had

for

indicates

while

public

public

the official in charge of the local Weather Bureau office was

terms

of

This

his

technical

attitude

expertise and his ability to

toward . positive relations with the

the watchword of the National Weather Service.

The Weather

a civilian agency for three years when disaster struck the

On August 27, 1893 a major hurricane struck the South Carolina
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coast
of

between

the

the

News

onset

The

Shortly
of

Despite this

2000-3000 lives were lost on the sea

This tragedy pointed out a great weakness of

It is not sufficient for the Weather Service to issue a

warning

after

must

be

brought

to

the

at.tention of the public.

the 1893 storm the Weather Service in Charleston in the person

L. N. Jesunofsky took steps to see that in the future the public could not

remain

unaware

the

mandates

The

public

annual

of

must

hurricr1.ne:

out

be

This action on his part was in accord with

of the Weather Service headquarters in Washington.

informed.

The system as detailed in Mr. Jesunofsky's

gives ample evidence for his ability to organize and presuade

depended

following

to

a large extent on volunteers.

methods

the

use

whistles,

cannon,

exchanges,

light

In the report for 1895

are given for warning the public of the approach of a

of

the

railroad
ships,

launches,

naptha

his warnings.

coming

reports
it

since
the

the storm.

warning system.

warning.

Storm warnings were posted in front

Courier building in Charleston over 24 hours in advance of

and

of

and Savannah.

south of Charleston.16

islands
the

Charleston

fire

alarm

trains,

railroad

lighthouses,

steamboats,

telegraph,

pilot

steamships,

factory bells, factory

telegraph services, telephone
boats,

horseback

steam

tugs, steam and

carriers,

flags,

and

mentioned explicitly in this list is the means of the initial

rockets.

Not

warning.

This was distributed as part of the standard system which had been

developed
postal

cards

regular
towns

nationwide
mailed

mail.

is

to

disseminating
anyone

who

forecasts.

requested

This system depended on

them and delivered with the

Warnings mailed in the morning were delivered to recipients in

served

rapidity

for

by

a

one

of

railroad
the

in

the

coastal area the same afternoon. This

most astounding things about tbe whole system to a

person

of

the 1980's, In one of his reports Mr. Jesunofsky mentions that 410

copies

of

the

warning

were

dispatched by mail while on a typical day more

.....,

90

than 90,000 such cards were mailed across the country.17
...,

As

an

actions

example

taken

hurricane

the

throughout

The
on

Others
such

systems

these
were

call

to
was

Bureau

2:30
by

office

p.m.

on

telegraph

in response to a
October

10, 1896.

to other individuals

Bureau's
to

well

two)

pass
as

above

mailing
the

by

telephoned

were

list.
warning

train.

Mr.

then

sent

to all

The railroads serving
along

through

Jasounofsky

their
and his

warnings throughout the downtown area.

were to businesses which would be affected by a storm.

various
to

mentioned

His

places

locations
Honor,

where warning flags were displayed.

One

the Mayor, who raised a warning flag -at City

displaying

flags included the Quarantine station, the

Saving Station, the Police Station, the Main Charleston Light (on Morris

Life

Island),

and

many

these

of

throughout
vessels

large

the

those

the

whistles

across

were

were
the

These

warning
of

was
a

When night fell

rockets. Swift tugs were di5patched
harbors

to

warn the Master's of all

tugs traveled throughout the harbors with
brought to the attention of the public at

hurricane

alert an the Charleston Fire Alarm

was the sounding of twelve bells twice.

also

sounded.

weren't

dispatched

Charleston

warning

Georgetown

harbors.

alert

proper

Charleston

and

sounding

This

signal.

Bridge (Ashley River Bridge).

stations ·fired

blowing.The

by

couriers

Charleston

Charleston

in

whistles

and

cards

as

calls

Other

Hall.

at

relayed

requested

(usually

of

them

were

Weather

were

assistants

by

postal

the

communications

Many

received

Weather

coastal region of South Carolina for further dissemination to

public.

Charleston

Charleston

warnings

the

individuals

the operation of the warning system let's look at the

the

warning

Immediately

the

by

of

aware
from

Bridge_

.Mt

Factory bells

One can imagine that very few people in
that

something

Ple�sant

into

was happening.

Horseback

Christ Church Parish and

into St. Andrews Parish.

These couriers were,

,_
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charged
the

with

nature

swifter

seeing
of

the residents of the outlying areas were informed as to

the

threat.

means was used.

To inform them of the existence of the threat a

Chains of rocket stations had been established along

the

Ashley and the Cooper Rivers as well as on James and Johns Islands and in

the

Georgetown,

located

in

rocket

Charleston,

stations

Brookgreen.

observing
Island

chain

Besides
the

Each

station

in a chain would fire rockets when
One such chain ran from Youngs

Point, Edisto Island Wharf, Edisto Island (Center),

Cut, and Little Button. During this particular storm this

was particularly successful reaching a total length of 62 miles.
a service to shipping hurricane warnings were also of value to

South

Georgetown
he

New

being

of

Other

several chains of rocket stations radiating out from

Martin's

agricultural

zone

were

rockets from the preceding station.

Island,

Main rocket stations were

Secessionville, Legareville,_ and Mullet Hall.

stations.

through

J9hns

and Hilton Head areas.

were located at Mt. Pleasant, Waverly Mills, Ft. Sumter, and

There

central

these

last

Beaufort,

community • . Rice was still an important crop in the coastal
Carolina.

could

dispatched

The President of the Rice Planters Association in

always be counted on to spread the alarm.

four

horseback

On this occasion

couriers to warn the surrounding agricultural

area •18
each

alert

plagued

the

Afte r
questions

On

today.
strike
the

inevitable

Weather

Bureau

post-mortem

followed.

The

same

then as plage our modern forecasters

hand the warning should be given if a hurricane is going to

while on the other hand a warning which is a false alarm both disrupts

community unnecessarily and decreases the confidence of the public in the

system.
expressing
The

one

the

News

After

one

their
and

apparent

false

dissatisfaction

Courier

came

to

alarm

the

public was fairly vocal in

at having to take precautions for nothing.
Jesunofsky's

rescue

on

this

occasion by

92

reporting

that

residents

of

shall

see

fence

in

the

storm

just off the coast had been very intense and that

the Low Country were very fortunate to have been spared.

shortly

the

News

and

As we

Courier would be on the other side of the

a few years leading an assault on the Weather Bureau for bungling a

warn ing.19
Jesunofsky

Lewis
1897
of

he

added

developed his storm warning system over a decade.

In

to it storm warning display towers at Moultrieville (a.suburb

Charleston on the Atlantic Ocean) and at North Island.

These were 50 foot

steel

20
towers with flagstaff, lantern housing attachment, and lantern shelter.

After

this

report

he

This

he

temporarily

considered

the

system complete for in his 1897

confessed that he could think of no further improvements to make.21

situation was not to last for long since by 1899 the report revealed his

attempts
This

to

would

get

a

75 foot steel tower erected on top of the Customs House.

carry intense lights which could be seen for a great distance off

The report indicates that this attempt was foiled by

shore.
the

Secretary

and

who

of

the

refused

just

as

such

coastal

well

happening,
transferred

Treasury" who had jurisdiction over the Customs Rouse

permission for this tower to be built.

for

Perhaps this was

within the decade the seeds were sewn which would replace

warning

though,
and

the Honorable,

11

lights

Lewis

promoted

with

radio

Jesunofsky
for

left

his

DirectoI: 11 • 23

last

communication.22
Charleston.

Prior

to

this

Apparently he was

report dated December 15, 1904 was

The replacement for Lewis Jesunofsky was

signed

as

"Section

Robert

Q.

Grant who served as Local Forecast Officer at Charleston from 1905

to
the

His tenure was relatively quiet and marked by good relations with

1911.
press

and

public.

Courier

remarked

if

storm

the

that

After

the

storm of October 10, 1910 the News and

the Weather Bureau had given warning enough that even

had been severe everyone would have had a chance to reach safe

-··'

·----------�--__ .-: _. _ ___ .,....

_______
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shelter. 24

One of the assistants during this time was Harvey S. Cole who

apparently

was
back
the

to

replace

tenure

broadcast
a

transfered

of
the

away from Charleston around 1908 and then brought

Mr. Grant when he left Charleston in 1911.

Robert Grant in Charleston, a ship at sea equipped with radio
warning of a storm at sea to a station on shore thus providing

new means of discovering hurricanes. 25

for

the

complex

Charleston

would

fail

if

there

was

no

hurricane warning to disseminate.

Harvey Cole there was no radio equipped ship in the proper

for

part

Atlantic

the

This. was a very needed development

system for disseminating hurricane warnings as developed in

Unfortunately
of

In 1909, during

Ocean

shortly after he had taken over the Charleston

Weather Office.
On

August

1911 a storm which had been born far to the north of the

28,

usual

breeding

storm

apparently arose from a low pressure area which had been stationary off

the

ground

for

hurricane

Florida coast for several days.

movement
coast

must

on

ashore in the Low Country.

Charleston

Saturday

and

night

Savannah.

the

The

Its development and subseQuent northward

have been fairly rapid for it suddenly appeared and

between

evening

came

skies

When
were

struck

the

Charleston retired for the

clear

and

a light breeze was

Shortly before midnight clouds came in and by midnight a light rain

blowing.

When

Forecaster Cole came in at to his office Sunday morning

was

blowing.

and

inspected the overnight barometer records he found that instead of rising

shortly
A.M.
areas
were
for
A.M.

before dawn as usual the atmospheric pressure at been falling since 4
The
which

pressure
move

telegraphed
there
Mr.

should
Cole

at 8 A.M. was not lower than many ordinary low pressure

across the country.
to

However, when the 8 A.M. observations

Washington the forecasters there were taken by surprise

have
received

been
a

no low pressure area near Charleston.
request

for

a

verification

of

the

At 9:38
8

A.M.
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After Washington was convinced that there had been no error in

observation.
transmission
a

result

they

of

ordered special observations made at 10 A.M. and Noon.

the

10

A.M.

As

observations Washing_ton issued an order to hoist

storm

warnings at 11 A.M. and an order for the office staff to remain on duty

until

further

would

later draw much criticism to the Weather Service occured with the storm

warning

until Noon.

hour

but

into

an ything

running

at

early

30

The first of several human errors which

was

not received by the Charleston Weather

By 1:30 P.M. the wind speed was greater than 40 miles per
Mr. Cole did not think that the storm would develop
As

serious.

a

precaution

he did request that the company

to

Sullivan's

Island

Sunday

afternoon.

At 4:12 P.M. Charieston received orders from

to

minutes

1:30 P.M.

telegram

this· time

ferries

Washington

at

This

order.

Office

leave

notice

and the Isle of Palms warn people to

issue hurricane warnings.

in transit.

Again this order was delayed nearly

When a hurricane warning was· received the officer in

iharge

of the Charleston office had certain tasks according to the system set

up

Lewis

fire
Mr.

by

alarm· telegraph
Cole

did

issued

not

rung 24 times, and. firing warning rockets.

do

the

last

two

of

these.

Apparently

He had been telephoning

to the various people on his list since the first storm warning

notifications
was

These includ_ed telephoning warnings, ordering the

Jesunofsky.

but

apparently

was not successful in reaching many of them on a

Sunday morning.
The

Monday

immediately
dedication

the

after
to

the

duty

News

and

Courier

published with great difficulty

storm praised the weather service personnel for t�eir

but

by Wednesday what was apparently a mounting tide of

erupted on the paper's editorial page.

criticism
decided

morning

indignation",

paper

"eleventh

Using phrases such as "most

hour statement", and "apparent culpability"

took the weather Service in general to task for not providing more

95

warning

and

Mr.

Cole

addition

to

his

failure

sounded

column

particular

task for personal negligence.

to

In

to fire the rockets and cause the fire alarm to be

he was charged with assuring people that _the danger had passed bef ore
of the storm had struck.

worst

the

in

defending

Mr. Cole counter-attacked in the letters

bot.h.----himself · and the Bureau and claiming that many of the

_,,./.,,,,.----

excursioners

wno

had

ferries

boarded

had been trapped on Sullivan's Island and the Isle of Palms
to

the

islands

after

the hurricane warning had been

posted.26
The

truth

warning

one

short

returned

before

this

the

system

the

failure

received
an

the

well

be

Mr. Cole had

Thus it is probable that he may not have been as familar
could have been.

Another possibility presents itself for
At the time the hurricane warning was
The fire alarm telegraph was

system subject to wind and water damage.
in

the

City

of

Charleston

the

damage

had

occured

Another

theory

was

put

who

lockwood

and

Hr.

observers

for the apparent lack of

take charge of the office only a few months

winds were already of gale force.

that

Mr.

sounded

blame

The annual report of

Yearbook

states

was out of service for three days following the storm.27

warning.
Lockwood

to

sound the fire alarm.

superintendent

telegraph

the

he

to

of

Several explanations are possible.

Charleston

storm.
as

placing

tour in Charleston as an assistant a few years earlier and

to

electrical

its

the

may never be known.

served
had

concerning

had

believed

Cole
the

been

had

been

all-clear

before

forth

in

in

It could

Mr. Cole tried to sound the
a

1964 interview by John E.

in charge of the Charleston office from 1924 - 1951.
that

the eye of the storm had passed over Charleston

fooled
s�gna1. 28

by

the

calm conditions in the eye and had

We should also remember that the local

at that time had very little autonomy.

forecasters

that the

Washington.

All warnings were issued by

All the local offices were authorized to do

96
was

to make observations and transmit warnings from Washington to the public.

Whatever

the

truth

Cole

all

charges except that of giving false assurance to the public and

of

of the matter the Weather Bureau apparently defended Mr.

immediately transfered him to the Midwest.
After
be

in

the

Harvey

charge

August

press

of the Charleston office.

storm

Mr.

it

bringing
closed

up

have been difficult to provide really adequate warning but not
the

the

Scott had a good deal of fence mending to do with the

he reported on the 1911 storm giving some of the reasons

Y�arbook

would

As a result
of the controversy over
- ._

In his annual report for 1911 published in the City of

and the public.

Charleston
why

Cole's abrupt transfer the Bureau brought in J H. Scott to

problems

report

by

associated

with the performance of Mr. Cole.

He

referring to the broadcast of hurricane warnings from

ship to shore by saying:
Closer cooperation on the part of masters of
vessels equipped with wireless apparatus which
the Chief of the Weather Bureau is constantly
endeavoring to secure, will render remote the
possibility of a storm of this severity coming
near
enough
to
affect the readings of.
instruments at coast stations without advance
information
in regard to its location and
9
intensity. Z
Mr.
first

Scott's real baptism by fire occured on July 14, 1916.

major

settled

and

tradition
Charleston
and

had

warnings
at

storm

of

as

to

such

the

hit
was

This was the

South Carolina in July since the Low Country was
not

expected

"September Gale".

by

the

public who remembered the

This storm was another which came up on

unannounced since it came in from the sea rather than up the coast
not
were

been

encountered by any vessels equipped with wireless.

Storm

issued on the morning of the thirteenth and hurricane warnings

7 P.H. that evening.

High winds and a water spout preceeded the hurricane

97
by several hours, however.

warnings
By

that

11

night

all

of

Trees were blown down as early as 1 P.M.

Charleston

below

Broad Street was under water.

little lasting damage was done to the city since the peak of the

Fortunately,

storm Friday morning coincided with low tide.
When
"1arnini

the
flags

Radio

flashed
the

were

sounded.

w histles
Naval

alarm

received

hoisted ,_

There

Station

the

was

were

broadcast

it

rockets

was

disseminated in the usual ways.

fired,. and.. the fire alarm and various

several

new innovations for this storm.

warnings

to

shipping,

The

amusement companies

warning on their screen, the electric advertising sign displayed
and

warning,

automobiles

replaced

the horseback couriers.

There were

some problems with some of the planned modes of dissemination.
Effort to communicate with McClellanville by
telephone failed owing to the prostrated phone
lines; and W. A. King of Mount Pleasant, who
had agreed in advance to carry the warnings,
upon · being called upon to perform the service
stated that it. was utterly impossible for any
person to make the trip that night on account
of fallen timber.
He had been up that way in
the
afternoon and had great difficulty in
returning.
All efforts to induce a courier to
go to Yonges Island emt simi.lar defeat. The
warnings reached Martins Point by telephone,
however, and were distributed widely over that
sec:tion. 30
As
and

usual,

Sullivan's

official
residents

a problem arose concerning the residents of the Isle of Palms
Island.

hurricane
of

the

not

working

the

Charleston-Isle

islands.

with

At

4:30

P.M.,

even though he hadn't received an

warning from 'Washington, Hr, Scott began trying to advise
islands to seek safet·y�
the
of

Since corrnnunications by wire were

islands he resorted to telephoning the newspapers and
Palms Traction Company which had rail service to the

He also had a message sent by hand to .the military at Ft. Moultrie

advising them of the situation.
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Tugs that had promised, for a compensation, to
distribute hurricane warnings and assist people
from the islands to reach the city had already
sought places of safety for themselves, and
their masters could not be communicated with by
telephone.
A. R. W. Stoesen, messenger boy,
was sent in search of them with instructions to
get the lighthouse tender Cypress if they were
not at their wharves.
This he did in the
raging storm, running nearly a mile to her dock
on the Ashley River. Capt. J. P. Johnson, of
the
Cypress
prepared at once to go to
Sullivan's Island and safely transported to the
city all who would come. About 125 returned on
the Cypress and large numbers spent the night
in the fort. 31
There

were

telephoned
getting

also

warnings

the

difficulties
didn't

get

in

warning

the

Georgetown

area.

The

through but the telegraphed ones did.

Just

warning to Georgetown was not enough for, just as in Charleston,

problems arose in disseminating it.
From Georgetown the tug E. T. Williams·was sent
to Waverly Mills up the Waccamaw River, and a
courier walked about 3 miles acioss to warn the
residents of Pawleys Island and Hurrels Inlet.
The telephone line to South Island was down;
no vessel would undertake the trip to North
Island
or South Island, and no one would
attempt the �rip �verland, so these stations
did not receive the hurricane warnings, though
the northeast storm warnings were displayed.
In
lack

the
of

aftermath

warning.

This

of the storm there were some complaints made about the
time

the News and Courier editiorially defended the

Weather Bureau writing:
The local Weather Bureau as now constituted is
highly efficient and though there has been a
great improvement in the management of the
weather service as a whole, there was not much
warning
of this blow.
That seems to be
nobody's fault; it is merely proof that these
disturbances cannot always be detected well in
advance of their actual advent. It is only the
due to say that the service rendered by the
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Weather Bureau has shown a steady improvement
in the last 3 or 4 years which is highly
gratifying.
The people of Charleston have
every reason to be grateful for the vigorous
efforts put forth by Observer Scott and his
assistants to see that the city and neighboring
islands were warned as quickly as possible of
the approaching storm. Nothing that could have
been done to put the public on guard was left
undone, and it is due to the Weather Bureau's
work that the storm damage in Charleston was
not very much greater.33
For

the next three decades Charleston was relatively hurricane free.

On

national level the Weather Bureau tried several ways of better locating and

a

tracking

hurricanes.

In 1926 radio compasses were used to track hurricanes

for

first time.

A Naval transport off the coast of Cuba reported hourly

to

the
a

shore station on details of the hurricane's center and speed.

hurricane

moved

out

of

the

When the

ship's range its progress was tracked by radio

compass stations along the Florida coast.34
In 1928 the Weather Bureau announced that:
There
are
now
80 steamships which ply
commercial routes of the Gulf of Mexico, the
Carribean,
and to South America and which
provide hurricane reports by radio. Nowadays
this fleet spreads its net so close that there
is not· a hurricane that is not caught near its
inception and charted throughout its course.35
This
needed

net

worked

better

on

paper

than in actuality.

The Weather Bureau

reports of positions and motions of hurricanes as might be gathered by

someone
pri marily

following
to

it.

avoid

all

The masters of the ships, on the other hand, desired
hurricanes.

Thus

in

most instances the reports

received were fragmentary and not of great value.
In
the

U.S.

193 5

the

Hurricane

facilitating

prompt

function
Warning
exchange

of hurricane warning was given its own home when
Se�vice
of

was

weather

established
information.

for

the

purpose of

Miami, Florida, was

100

designated as the official coordinating facility.
Also

in

1935
For

Charleston.
to

these

hour

could

this storm rumors spread faster than the truth.

According

rumors Charleston was threatened by a major storm with 125 mile per

winds.

Weather

a disturbance with winds of only 47 miles per hour passed

When

Bureau
not

as

get

local
to

law

enforcement official tried to check with the

the necessity of evacuating the sea islands the calls

through since all of the Weather Bureau's phones �ere tied up

by members of the public attempting to veryify the rumors.36
the · late

In

residents
ships

exerted

a

group

pressure

on

of

the

influential

of

Florida

and

Gulf coast

government to have the Coast Guard send
Due to a misunderstanding on the

into the Gulf looking for hurricanes.

part

the Commandant of the Coast Guard concerning the wishes of President

Roosevelt
of

1930's

this

scheme

was agreed to despite severe reservations on the part

Weather Bureau officials.

success

as

avoiding

most

the

Coast

It was tried for several years with very little

Guard skippers would find some compelling reason for

assignment

when their vessels were requested to steam toward a

severe storm. 37
The
This

next major storm to severely affect Charleston hit on August 11, 1940.
ti me

received
that

some advance warning was given.
in

time

Between

night

and Saturday night the storm was nearly stationary off

Jacksonville.

miles

At

Friday
at

300

Bureau office at 8:30 A.M. Friday.

was

east of Cuba and of slight intensity.

It was not until 8 P.M. Saturday that it became

that the storm would approach Charleston.

warning

accompanied
east

Weather

storm

apparent
a

Charleston

the

coast

the

the

The first report of the storm was

was
by

northeast

issued

for

unusually
of

Charleston
high tides."

Jacksonville

and

for

At 10 P.M. Saturday night

"winds

reaching gale force and

At that time the storm was 250 miles
moving

north. Local authorities began

....,
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hurriedly

evacuating residents and vacationers from beaches.

technology

had

made

some

communications

were

Naval

Reserve

personnel

Radio

station

WTMA

shortwave

from

outlying

areas

p eak

off
were

stayed

the

by

News

in the hurricane warning system.
the

Normal

storm but amateur radio operators and

available to handle emergency communications.
the air relaying messages which were sent by

on
and

Courier

,building.

The warning was passed to

by members of the County Police Department.

The .storm, whose

at 2:30 P.M. Sunday were barely of hurricane force, hit on a high

winds

Because

tide.

cut

changes

Again advancing

Charleston,

of

this

12.7

was

the

storm

tide,

which did most of the damage in

If the storm had hit on low tide then it would

feet.

not be remembered as one of Charleston's major hurricanes of the century.38
The

storm
Bureau

Weather
afternoon
the

warnings

one

was

that
on

a

were

not. allowed

to

at
rest.

9:30

People

confirmation

of the rumors.

some

very

P.M.·

Sunday night but the

Rumors began circulating Monday

second storm was on the way.

Sunday.

became

removed

It was to be even worse than

continually called the Weather Bureau seeking

They just wouldn't believe the denials.

beligerant

when

they

were

In fact

assured that the rumors were

completely false.39
With
warnings
enemy

the outbreak of World War II the practice of broadcasting hurricane
was

discontinued

might

pick

up

the

since

military

warnings

authorities were afraid that the

and gain too much valuable information.

Fortunately, Charleston was spared by any major storm during the war. 40
_ Nationally
flight
flight

a

very

instructor
into

the

essentially

on

penetrating

the

at
eye

important
an
of

the · spur
hurricane

Army
a
of

advance
air

field

hurricane.
the

moment.

was

made

in 1943 when the chief

on th� Gulf Coast made the first
This
Not

was

made

surreptitiously

only was he successful in

and returning but after the first flight was over

-
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he

took

another

officer

back into the storm.

This marked the beginning of

41
the very successful program of hurricane reconnaissance by aircraft.
the

During
replaced
was

by

late forties and early fifties telegraphic communication was

teletype.

controlled

The Atlantic and Gulf coasts teletype network, which

from

Miami,

consisted

of

35

stations

stretching

from

Brownsville, Texas on one end to Charleston on the other.42
A

new

tool

That

II.
proved

was

to

.,

for

following hurricanes appea'r
· ed as a result .of World War

radar.

valuable

Developed for use in tracking enemy aircraft radar

in

alsq

tracking

storm systems - once the echoes from

storm

systems sto pped being ignored as clutter on the radar scope.

photo

of

use

of

occur

a hurricane as it appeared on radar appeared in 1945 but the actual
radar

operation

Puerto

coastal

from
and

Rico.

A powerful radar unit was also located at the National

the
a

The shorter range radar units were surplus units acquired
They had originally been designed for use in Naval aircraft

Navy.

had

Shorter range radar units were installed at other

from Boston, Massachusetts to Brownsville, Texas including

at Charleston.

range

of

100

miles.

Installation of the Charleston unit was

over six months while the Weather Bureau negotiated with the City for

permission
not

Bureau

to mount the radar antenna on the airport control tower.43
a "cure-all" for hurricane problems however.

realized

that

gathered

with

the

complete

file

of

event

During this decade long range radar was put into

Center in Miami.
locations

delayed

was

a device for the routine observation of hurricanes did not

at Nantuc�et, Massachusetts; Cape Hatteras, ;North Carolina; and San

Hurricane

one

as

until the mid 1950's.

Juan,

The first

of

new

there

must

device.

persons

in

Radar

The Charleston Weather

be means of disseminating the information
In

June

of

1952 they reported that the

outlying areas who were to be notified in the

a hurricane warning had been brought up to date.

The warnings were

. ......
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to

be

transmitted

to them by radio, telephone and pers onally by the Highway

Patrol. 44
Also
was
A

in the early 1950's the custom of giving girl's names to hurricanes

adop ted
need

the Weather Bureau.

existed
might

which.

designated
the

by

for

be

some

active

The origin of this custom is uncertain.

way of differentiating between two or more storms

at

the same. time.

In 1951 and 1952 hurricanes were

by the military phonetic alphabet.

system

being

alphabetical

called

list

of

Able,

girls

the

names

Thus we had the fi-rst storm of

second
was

Baker,

adopted

as

and so on.
the

In 1953 an

official

list of

hurricane names. 45
At

the

advanced

same

technology

budget.

In

greatly

cut the

Bureau
of

as
New

operational

they were facing the problem of a declining

Republican

administration

budget of the Weather Bureau.

Edna,

and

Hazel

both

of Dwight Eisenhower had

Then in 1954 a trio of storms

caused public criticism of the Weather

and gave it ammunition in its fight for additonal funds. Hazel was one

the

this

the Weather Bureau was trying to get radar and other

the

1953

Carol,

named

time

centuries

in

detail

most destructive storms in the Carolinas.

We will discuss

in a moment but it was also a devastating storm as far north

Earlier that year Carol had carved a path of destruction across

ontario.

York and New England and Edna had threatened the same areas.

Northeast

The wealthy

was forcibly reminded that it too was held ransom by nature's worst

storm.

Some

of

hadn't

contained

the warnings issued by the Weather Bureau for these storms
the

word

"hurricane".

As a result there was criticism qf

the Bureau from the public and press.
In
The

a

public

several

sense

though

outer� which

northern

storm

the Weather Bure·au was served well by these storms.
arose

prevented

the

administration from closing

warning stations and induced congress to appropriate

,.....
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five

million

warning

hurricane

for

system.

an

intense

hurricane

study

and

an

emergency

As a resurt of this new budget package a contract

use was issued.
32 new radar units designed especially for meteorological
.

for
These

were installed along the Atlantic and Gulf Coast spaced about every 200
These units with a range of nearly 200 miles ensured that the eye of

miles.
a

dollars

hurricane

could

be

detected

about

200 miles off the coast and could be

continuously followed.46
South

St orm

Hazel.
1954

Carolina

from

Bureau
however

was affected by only one of the 1954 s.torms and that was

warnings

Charleston

the

for Hazel were hoisted at 11:00 A.M. on October 14 1

north to the Virginia Capes.

"warnings

According to the Weather

were adjusted slightly before the center moved inland;

the affected area from C harleston northward had 24 hours warning and,

of· course 1 had been watching the movement of the storm for several days prior
to the fifteenth. 11
Despite
caught
the

the

47
,storm

Once

unprepared.

Weather

Carolina

Bureau.

border

depression

known

warnings

the
as

much

again local legend prevailed over the warnings of

Situated north of Georgetown and extending to the North
Grand Strand is a beach resort located in a bowl shaped
Long Bay.

In the past this had generally caused severe

storms

to pass by a safe distance at sea.

Merlin

Bellamy

put

of South Carolina's Grand Strand was

it

As North Myrtle Beach Police Chief

during an interview on the occasion of the twentieth

anniversary of Hazel:
We had had hurricane scares since my infancy
but had never really been hit so we just
weren't that concerned about Hazel. We thought
Long Bay would protect us. The news was like
water running off a duck's back.48
Even

the

local

media

were so convinced of the truth of

106
the

warnings

who

at

Beach

were treated more as a joke than a cause for alarm.

Ashby Ward

i:he

time of the storm was a radio disk jockey working for the 'Myrtle

radio

station was also interviewed for a twentieth anniversary article

and recalled:
We knew Hazel was out there but we weren't
really worried because hurricanes just didn't
hit here. We followed her progress all day but
we just didn't. take it serious).y.
We even
joked· about it, calling Hazel our 'girlfriend'.
I remember we played a song entitled 'The
Wayward Wind' and got complaints. We normally
signed off at 10 P.M. But we had gotten a call
from the Charleston Weather Bureau saying Hazel
was sitting off the coast without any definite
direction so we decided to stay on the air
until the dange� passed.49
Finally
Chief

the

gravity

Bellamy

was

Despite
the

the

awakened

situation
at

dawned on the local authorities and

11:30

P.M.

with word to begin evacuation.

the late evacuation there was surprisingly little loss of life during
From

storm.

States

of

causing

the

heavy

Carolinas
rains

and

Hazel moved up through the Eastern United
flooding

with

the

resultant

death

and

destruction as far north as Canada.
In
by

retrospect

the

media

of the blame for the late evacuation must be shared

local .p opulace, the media, and the Weather Bureau.
failed

Weather

to

Bureau

pay
while

sufficient
the

attention

to

the

The populace and

warnings issued by the

Bureau perhaps failed to make the warnings strong

The majority of the blame however must be born by the sto�m itself.

enough.
Hazel

part

during

the

time

of

its

passage

from the Carribean to the Canadian

border was one of the fastest moving storms on record.
One
Hazel.
night

at

group

was

These

were

singled
the

out

for

special

praise for their work during

762 amateur radio operations who at worked day and

their own expense to get information pertaining to Hazel out to the
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public.
the

As

center

result of their activities South Carolina was selected to be

for an amateur radio hurricane warning network to be known as the

Emergency

Coastal
the

a

great

funds

Network.SO

storms

of

1954

for

the

purchase

especially

for

meteorology

machine

was

introduced

Georgetown,

Myrtle

As mentioned earlier during the aftermath of
the

of

new

in

Beach,

Weather Bureau received a massive influx of
technology.

The new radar unit designed

arrived

in Charleston in 1956 while a facsimile

1955.

A local teletype circuit which included

and

Beaufort

also

became

operational in 1955.

Newspapers, radio stations, etcetera were soon added to this circuit.
1958

In
the

radio

a hurricane named Helene approached the Charleston area.

amateurs

went

into

operation

and

Mt.

network

Pleasant�

covering
The main

this network was to allow various Red Cross offficials to stay in
each other.

Beach,

a

purpose

with

Folly

up

North

touch

Charleston,

setting

Again

Charleston,
of

Although Folly Beach was evacuated Helene did little

damage in the Low Country.
On
storm

Tuesday,
to

changed
been
great

as
to

of

long

early
a

issued
a

Fortunately
the

September

seriously

declared

affect
as

11:00

28,

1959 Hurricane Gracie became the last major

the

Charleston

A.M.

hurricane warning.

Monday.

area.

A

hurricane watch was

By 2:00 P.M. the watch had been

Almost an entire day after the warning had

the center of Gracie crossed the coast near Beaufort.
notice
Gracie

advance

the

evacuation

came

of

the

ashore at a low tide;

warning

resulted

sea

With this

islands was almost total.

The combination of this with

in the loss of life due to Gracie being

kept to a minimum.SI
After
Carolina.
major

Gracie

-

there

was

a long hiatus in major hurricanes striking South

Then on Labor Day of 1979 David threatened.

Although it had done

damage in the Carribbean by the time David arrived in South Carolina it

......
......

....,
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-

had

diminished

Charleston

to a minor storm.

it

did

hurricane

threat.

Gracie.

Teletype

compiled
video

by

to

arsenal

to

test

its reponses to a

supplemented

by

a

new

computer

based

the Automated Field Operations System or AFOS
.,

In

in

the

future

between

Miami.

the

AFOS
local

will play a major role in
office

and

the

National

If AFOS should be disabled then communcations

on by telephone or single sideband radio.

Another addition

of weapons available to the Weather Service was NOAA Weather

This provided a means for the Weather Service to transmit information

Radio.

to

directly

the·

Weather

public
_

David

intermediaries.

off

called

terminals.

carried

the

Service

is a computerized system which integrates all information

Center

be

were

communications

maintaining

will

Weather

the National Weather Service and feeds data to all offices using

display

Hurricane

circuits

AFOS

short.

the

Much new technology had been installed since the time of

network

communications
for

allow

Although David had little direct effect on

without

revealed

the

necessity

several

problems

df

sending

with

the

it

through

system.

The

Radio went off the air long before the peak of the storm and remained
air for much of the storm due to loss of power at the transmitter. 52

the

Information

reached

television.

There

the

public

primarily

by

way

of commercial radio and

was a great deal of confusion on the part of some of the

radio and television personnel as to the severity of the threat.
As

a

result
Service

Weather

Charleston
Weather
the

problems
storm

several

according

be

steps

have been taken by the

Emergency power has been provided for the

This should now remain on the air until and if

tower is destroyed by the wind.

communication
dangerous

remedial

to Richard Shenot, }ieteorologist in Charge at the

transmitters.

transmitting

with

will

David

Weather Service office.

Radio

actual

of

for

after

the

There still may be

destruction. of the tower since the

several hours after its peak.

The Charleston

Weather

Service

concetning

has

the

also

status

adopted

of

a

policy

of

sending hourly statements

any major storm to the new media over the weather

teletype circuit.53
From
system

as

warning
we

our

consideration of the aftermath of David we turn to the warning

it

exists

perhaps

see

it

also

flights

the

details

of

gets

within
today
is

enable

much

more

fashion.

of

world's

the

Xiami

are

staff

of

day

and

night.

Aircraft

make

these disturbances to investigate more intimately
When the disturbance

sophisticated

than

that first installed in 1953.

generation descendent of the original.

information

to

be

placed

The radar in

on

Color displays

the screen in a I1J.Jch more

Once information about a disturbance has been gathered some
most

used

48,

the

powerful computers at the National Hurricane Center in

to analyze the storm and attempt to·predict its future.

and 72 hours in advance.

predictions

for

possible

threat

a

Charleston

office

process.

His

county

center,

Suspicious cloud formations are tracked by

a shore station it is tracked by radar.

more

As

The

the Center make predictions for the postion of the storm for 6, 12,

36,

becomes

of

fourth

legible

each

Today's

one of tbe 1890's in having serious,

continuously

into

much

a

the

p_ressure, temperature, and wind speed.

range
is

Today's

defects.

satellite

reconnisance

only

to a consideration of the future.

resembles

insurmountable,

geosynchronous

24,

and

system, like the one in the 1890's, is one of immense complexity.

shall

use

today

the

in

assumes

For reasons we will investigate later

less than 24 hours are made public.

If the storm

to Charleston the Meteorologist in Charge of the
the

responsibility

of

coordinating the warning

first step is to contact the local civil defense directors in
this

strength

area

with an advisory which gives the location of the

and movement of the storm, and changes expected within

-
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the

next

grows

-

has

24 hours.

a

hurricane

the

next

evacuation

or

each

county

on

Associated

hours.

This alerts residents to the potential need for

emergency

take

the

Press

local

actions

responsibility

weather

and allows them time for individual

of

The Civil Defense directorsa

informing

teletype

NOAA

wire,

and United Press teletypes.

weather

also

directors
set

This step means that the Low Country

the media, primarily by

Additionally the Weather Service office sends out information on

watch

a

36

other

telephone.

is

is declared.

A watc h is updated every two hours.

planning.

the

watc h

As the threat

a 507. probablilty of receiving a direct strike from hurricane force winds

within

in

This advisory is updated every six hours.

statement

notify

issued

Weather

Radio,

and

the

In addition to the watc h there

hourly.

shippers, · schools, etc.

The

local

Civil Defense

A special warning center is

up in the Weather Service office for aCivil Defense, Red Cross, and media

personnel
prevent

to
some

the ·past

law

lines

that

storm

there

is

responsibility

for

installed

with

special

numbers

for

law

At this time Civil Defense, Red Cross,

gets closer the watch is changed to a warning.

This

imminent danger for a this segment of the coast and an

immediate

for

hand information.

officials �gin to se� up shelters and ready evacuation

the

need

including

are

first

agencies, the media, etc.

As

urgent

problems with jammed phone lines which have occured in

enforce ment

plans.
means

of

additional

enforcement
and

to

the

obtain

In an attempt to

contact

action

r�commending

to

protect

specific

life

emergency

and

property.

actions

at

The

this time

the evacuation of residents in areas subject to flooding rests with

the National Weather Service.54
We
system
Actually

suggested
that
the

might

earlier
keep

defects

are

that

there

were possible defects in the warning

it from being effective in preventing loss of life.
not

things

in

the system subject to remedy but
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rather

inherent

understanding
hours

in

during

advance

daylight

Weather

the

necessity

often

due to the nature of the threat and our lack of

In principle the watch will be upgraded to a warning 24

of it.

the

in

limitations

of landfall with as much leeway as possible for evacuation
Here we come again to the problem which has plagued

hours.

Service since the time of Sergeant Evans in the 1870's.

that

to

warn in time to protect life but not to warn needlessly so

the warnings are ignored.

To be able to warn accurately 24 hours

advance it is necessarry to know the postion of the destructive portion of

the
time

storm

24

between

predictions

hence.

warning

and

made

Since currently experts will not promise a lead
storm

arrival

of

are

four

different

mathematical

Hurricane

models

these

and

Center

earlier,

extended

forecasts

greatly

and

from

area

ability
fact,

being

to

that
to

more

increased

must

attempt

mentioned

technology

than 10 hours even with

models

used in predicting

Most of the time these models don't agree \.Tell in position

24 hour forecasts much less longer ones.

National

more

with our most advanced computers it is not possible to know

motion.

hurricane
for

hours

There

this.

our

to
the

arrive

at

by

Center does't release the
the

advent

during

the

last two decades have

of

unknown

This is the• reason,

Although

computers

understanding

a consensus.

Hurricane

public.

powerful

the

and compar·e the results of each of

National

the

surprised

forecast

analyze

The hurricane specialist at the

of

satellite

hurricanes and now prevent coastal
storms

they have not increased our

changes in strength or movement of hurricanes.

In

since the 1960's progress has been slo\.1 in predicting marked changes in

strength . or direction more than a few hours in advance.
longer
one

That is

in

happened

in

Thus while we are no

danger of being surprised by completely unknown storms such as the

1911 sudden changes in the strength or motion of known storms such as
in

1940

and

1954

may still take us unawares. The outlook for the

-

-
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improvement
unlikely
the

of

moving

research

time

in

the

direction

,.....

predictions

that

lead

coast

of

United

the

underway

issuing

a

future

is

not

promising

since it is

will provide dependable means of extending

warning. This is especially true for the East

States since the accuracy of prediction depends on the

of movement.

The most accurate predictions can be made for storms

west while the least accurate are for storms moving north or northwest
of the storms,.which. threatert. the. Low Country.55

like

the

seem

to

span

for evacuation.

most

severe

is

in

majority
face

a

future •with an expectation of no more than a ten hour time

if

especially

The situation may even be worse than this.

true

if

spring tides.

from

South.

center

of

the

Flo_oding is

landfall occurs at the time of astronomical high tide.

bimonthly
the

Thus we

the

tide is one of the unusually high

Flooding is also more severe if the storm approaches
this

In
storm

astronomical

This

is

case flooding may begin in Charleston while the

still

off

the coast at Jacksonville.

This might

shorten the lead time for evacuation even further.56
such

Considerations
Charleston
American

Red

Isle

Palms,

of

the

not

may

these
Hodge,

are

especially

see

too

for

the

Director of Safety and Disaster of the

Island, Folly, Kiawah, and Seab rook - as well as
However

not

be

with only a ten hour lead time such a

possible.

The barrier islands have greatly

population in the last few years.
we

frightening

said "I would evacuate all of the barrier islands -

Sullivan's

transportation

increase
even

in

storms

warnings

has

evacuation

increased
1940

Cross

w.

Charleston.1157

downtown
massive

Billy

area.·

as

Looking back at the 1911 and

that it was not possible to evacuate these islands with

much longer than the minimum we might expect today.
network

today

is

superior

than

that

in the past the

in the population to be evacuated more than offsets this.
-·

While

It is not

sure how many vehicles might be on evacuation routes if an evacuation is
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ordered.58
an

It is possible that people might begin evacuating in advance of

actual

warning

thus

However, Hurricane David in

ease the problem.

had a negative effect on the population.

1979

People were evacuated and made

when there was no real reason.59Thu.s they may not be as willing

uncomfortable
to

and

evacuate the next time it is recommended.

Using considerations such as

above scenarios have been constructed which result in the loss of as many

the

as 10,000 lives on the densely populated barrier islands.Despite

the

realization

this

problem

on

officials

development

announced

for the development of Daufuskie Island.

6500

people

to

of

of

the part of governmental

the barrier islands continue.

Recently a plan was

This plan calls for about

be on the island and for the only access to be by ferry.

If

an

evacuation .is necessary it would be by ferry and rented boats at the rate

of

500

of

less

per

hour to Hilton Head Island.

than
Also

work.
have

agreed

if
to

If

storm.

24

the

hours,

much

less one of only 10 hours this plan will not

..

the

events of the 1916 storm are repeated those people who

rent

their boats may be hard to find in the event of a real

storm

should be intense or hit on high tide then the storm

could easily cover the island.

surge
assess

blame

go

governmental

to

Defense
will

If this happens the public will seek to

for the resultant loss of life.

despite

the

issued

that

be

Obviously in the event of a warning

agencies

like

warnings
the

the

that

state

of

Unfortunately much of it might

National

Weather Service and Civil

have been issued, are being issued, and
our

knowledge

of

hurricanes

is not

sufficient to allow the safe development of such islands.
In

this

system

both

Ramsay

to

story

of

paper

we

have traced the development of the hurricane warning

nationally

and in the Low Country from the early ideas of David

the

modern

developing

system

existing

technology

and

today.

This has essentially been a

the people who applr it.

We have been

-
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very

lucky

regions

of

hurricane
high

the

Charleston

the
of

tide.

Charleston
and

in

world.

maximum
If

such

when

compared

Charleston
intensity

at

with

some

other hurricane prone

has never suffered a direct hit from a
a time corresponding to an astronomical

an event should occur all. ideas that because parts of

are over three hundred years old they are safe should be forgotten .
historic city should be deserted to its fate.

Hopefully, there will

be sufficient warning. to allow the. inhabitants to. do this ..
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No news story has more intense or recurring appeal than the story of a
hurricane.

Summe� would not be summer in the Carolinas without reports of

tropical storms threatening the defenseless islands of the Carribean.
ably, a storm strikes land.

Inevit

High winds and torrential rains flatten shanty
As the storm

towns, wash away roads and hillsides, and sever communications.

sweeps over land it loses some of its force, but it picks up energy again when
it moves back over open water.
The outlines of this story are predictable enough.

The course of a hurri-

cane, however, is not predictable, and the essence of the drama of the storm is
surprise.

Not the absolute surprise that comes with other kinds of catastrophe,

such as earthquakes and fires which give little prior notice.

Rather, it is

the surprise we associate with risks and uncertainties, the surprise of winning
or losing at gambling.

�he storm is Moving, where will it go next?

It may reach me, but wil;L it be so powerful that

this way, but will it reach me?
I will have to flee from it?

It is coming

If I must leave, where do I go?

can I do to protect my property and myself?

If I stay, what

These are questions that coastal

Carolinians begin asking themselves the moment they learn of a storm brewing
in the tropics.
Hurricanes provide the ultimate human interest stories.

This might seem

strange at firs�, since the storms themselves are so impersonal.
ignore wealth and race, health and age, status and individuality.
their paths is liable to suffer the same fate.

Hurricanes
Everybody in

We are all vulnerable to their

power, and it is this vulnerability that the lawyer on Broad Street shares with
the fisherman in the Grenadines.
Yet, there is something we can do about a hurricane, before it hits.
can keep ourselves informed about what it is doing and where it is going.

t·7e
Then,

if it becomes necessary, we can batten down our belongings and move ourselves

====--- .. .... · · -=====:::::::::::..==:::;:::::::;::::::;;:;=::-_
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away from the hurri�ane's projected path.

It is these two latter qualities that are

sense, courage, or foolheartiness.
invariably the mast newsworthy.

Our preparations may display common

People are more apt to listen to or read the

story of a man who tried to wait out a hurricane on the porch.of his beachfront
cottage--he may have been �lawn into the sea and not heard from since, or he
may have made it through the storm without a scratch--than they are. the tale of
a family that prudently sought shelter inland.
Property damage, especially if it runs up into the millions of dollars,
and deaths, make more exciting copy than a hurricane that spares its target.
Occasionally, a newspaper may be too eager to report a catastrophe, and l!laY be
led into printing a gross exaggeration. · For example, on October 14, 1954,
the Charleston News and Courier ran the headline, "Entire Town Razed by Hurri
cane Hazel in Haitian Peninsula."

In the story, we learn that Haiti's third

largest city, Aux Cages, was "almost swept into the sea."

Two hundred people

died. The next day, October 15, a banner Headline declared, "Hurricane Hazel
Heads for S. C. Coast."

Buried at the end of an article about st-orm precautions

on the Atlnatic coast, was a paragraph correcting the lead story in the pre
ceding newspaper.
escaped

Reports of destruction in Haiti were untrue.

with minor dar.i.age.

Aux Cages

Some houses lost their roofs, but no one died.

The danger of over-reporting like this is that the audience hears the
reporter "cry wolf" once too often.
risk, after all.

Imminent danger turns out to be a light

Why should I believe a gloomy forecast and take �recautions

if the odds are the hurricane won't hit me?
There is also a danger of under-reporting, which is the danger of under
estimating the storm.

Every story that highlights predictions is under-reported.

It gives a false im9ression about the accuracy, or better to say, the range of
error, of hurricane forecasting.

It also suggests sorae sort of technical

ascendency over the for.ces of nature that we simply do not have.
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The News and Courier's coverage of Hurricane Gracie's early career was full
of predictions that did not come true.
on.Tuesday, September 29, 1959.

Gracie smashed into the Carolina coast

Two days earlier, the newspaper had assured

readers that Gracie was "no longer a hurricane," and that her threat to the
United States mainland "was fading fast."

The next day, Monday, when Gracie

had regained hurricane strength and was taking aim at the South Atlantic coast,
The News and Courier gave only seven sentences to the storm, playfully calling
her "one of the pokiest hurricanes in recent years:··;;
This kind of flagrant under-reporting, and the more sensational over
reporting, can be called dangerous because they have a direct impact on public
safety.

News stories about the state of the economy, or about the arms race,

or about disasters in other places, do not inspire us, as a rule, to take
irrmediate action.
curiosity.

Hurricane reporting does more than appeal to our intellectual

It should do more.

It should alert us to the real dimensions of

the threat; it should advise us what steps to take to se�ure our property and
our lives; it should tell us where to find emergency assistance.
not all a newspaper can do.

But this is

In its editorials, a newspaper can summarize the

storm and the effectiveness of civil and private responses; and it can draw
lessons from the hurricane which might influence public opinion on such issues
as land use and beachfront development.
In the remarks that follow, I examine newspaper coverage of three different
hurricanes.

I look at how the Charleston News and Courier reported Hurricane

Hazel, in 1954, Hurricane Gracie, in 1959, and Hurricane David, in 1979.

I

try to show how hurricane reporting has changed over the last quarter century,
and how specific kinds of reporting are related both to developments in tracking
anrl predicting storms, and to the needs of the press--such as the need to force
a pattern of understanding on occurrances whose direction is ambiguous.
Though my tone is critical, I should say at the outset that as a reader I
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find hurricane stories more gratifying than, for example, stories about inflation
or nuclear arms negotiations.
to potatoes.

I realize this is comparing carrots to tomatoes

Nevertheless, I would not hesitate to say that hurricane coverage

accomplishes more--in its reach for background and its manysidedness, in its
respect for the scientific method and for the ability of the reader to under
stand scientific terms, in its willingness to admit the indecisiveness of
evidence.
,...

Hurricane Hazel
Hurricane Hazel killed 147 people in the United States and Canada.

The

storm hit land near the line between South and North Carolina, on October 15,
and blew itself out north of Toronto, Ontario, after October 18.
"extreme" hurricane.

Hazel was an

Its winds topped 115 miles per hour along the beaches, and

the storm surge rose over thirteen feet.

The storm damaged or destroyed most

of the ocean front houses between Pawley's Island, South Carolina, and Wilmington,
North Carolina.
Readers of the News and Courier first learned of Hazel nine days be-fore
she visited the Carolinas.

The lead story that day, October 6, announced that

Ma�ilyn Monroe had filed for divorce from Joe Dimaggio.

Beneath it, a small

headline proclaimed, "Hurricane Hazel Spotted off Grenada."

Hazel was the

season's eighth hurricane, and she was giving no indication ·what direction she
might take.

The storm was located and first described by naval airmen in a

reconaissance aircraft--there were no satellites or unmanned instrument stations
to relay storm warnings.

Reporting depended on human observation.

In Miami,

the chief weather forecaster prudently declared that Hazel "has enough zip in
it to require a close watch."
On Thursday, October 7, in a small front page article, the Miami forecaster
cautioned that "thirty-six hours of watchful waiting will be required. . . before

,.,e can tell ..,uch abou� whe.!"e tile hurricane i8 going.

"

On October 8, a

1�ap appeareel o:1 t:1e fro:1t. page s:1owing :-:azel cam?ed near k..--uba, of.f '.:he coast of
ve:1.ez•.1�la, anC: "1ovinc::; ;;e::;t,·1ard "ever a vast stretci1 of o:;ie:: waters of the Car:::-i::i�a:1 Sea."

Not in:; t:1at t:,e sto!:.11 was ,:?ic::ing up force, a San Jua., observer

•,,;:i.rned, '"i'i1.is is a •,ery da�ge=o'J.::; �1urricane."

Hea::.while, South Carolina was

getti:-v; a tas'te of �-1i:1ter, as te:nperatures fell to 45 degrees in the r:udlar..ds.
Eaz�l continued to increase in size and viole:1.ce over the next two days.
··�-

On Octo�er 9, it was reported to be 1,000 miles so�theast of Miarni, 350 miles
soutl1 of ?ort Au Prince, :�aiti.

Its winds were reaching !25 �iles per hour over

a lOC :·d2.e radius: aroun.J. the center.

A ::avy hur.:::-icane hunter ;;ilane continu�d

scou'..:::..ng the stor..,1, but co'..lld no� penetrate it.

T�1is gave readers so.ne idea of

the hu:.nan scale of tl1e stor..1--too violent for men in an airplane to approach.
'i'he stor:n v,as drifting westward very slowly.

"ii•.1rric'ane� often cooe to a

virt'.lal halt," a story infori:·.ec 1.1s, "w:-:en -:::he:r a.,,.., ready to c:1ange from one co:i:;;::::;e
to a:.other."

':.'he �.l;ia:,1i �l!eather :Surea;.i' s chief forecaste.r predicted that }:azel

,.,ould quit her due west- course and begin to move nort��-;esterly.
':!:he ne:::-::: day, the lCt:i, a sr,1all but in:'.:orr,1ative front page story laid out
l-iazel 's "several choices."
out e7er s��iking land.

She could ::ieat herself to death over open water with-

She could contin:ie westward towar.::. Ce:1tr�l k..:erica.

Or

she could. stri}-:e out in a nei,· pa.th and l1ead toward Ja:i:aica, Cuba, or t�1e Y-cca':an.
?he article expressed a forecaster's hU:.1i�ity in the face of unstable conditions-an attit�de that •,,ouJ.d c!,ange b:r the tfr:e of the ne::t najor hurrica."'le, and change
bacl: again.
':'he October 10 editior: re�,or·:ed the death of Gra�y !lo::::-ton, c�1ief forecaster
at Miami, who died while trac::ing :-Iazel.

This article outlined t:1e hurricane

theo::'.f of the ::aa., •.-;�:o "9ave t:,e worl:: its first t·,1er:ty-four hour hurricane forecast::.."
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meanwhile, October's "bright blue weather is holdi:iCJ true.·•

On October 12,

Tuesday, a front page headline reported with excess alliteration, "Hurricane
:Iazel H"J.rries to Haiti."
the east" of Florida.

':he storm's projected course ";-;ould take it well to

':'�e ,:-.ajo!" weather story of the c.ay concerned rains in

c:1icago, which was receiving its c;reatest cleluge i� si::-:::.y-nine years.
On the 13t�1, we read that :Iazel "lef'.: several people dead and hundreds homeless" in Haiti, and \..i as heading for the Bahamas.

':'he ne}:t day the story grew.

The city of Aux Cages, we read, had almost been obli-::erated.

The storm was now

500 miles southeast of Miami, and curvi::!g toward the �,a.inland.
story was another report on the midwest rains.

Next to this

�C,000 fled floods in India:1.J..

In Charleston, however, the mercury hit a balmy f3 degrees, under clear skies.
On Friday the 15th, the day the storm hit the Carolinas, a banner headline
proclaimed, rather gingerly, "Hurricane Hazel Heads for S. C. Coast, Starn Ce:::iter
to Hit South of Wilminc;ton."

The story said 'the hur::::-.i.cane was "slightly ta!.:e-::�,"

with winds down from 130 miles per hour to 100.

(":'his ::-educed wind soeed
mav
...
..

herald less than catastrophic con!Jequences, but a 100 rdle per hour wind should
never be called tame.)

Now, too, the hurricane was "suddenly erratic."

Yet, for days the newspaper

had been telling us how unpredictable Hazel had been; for at least a week she
had been drifting and shifting course, to. the dis:nay of forecasters.

"Alway!::

erratic" would be more appropriate than "suddenly erratic."
Now that the danger of the storm had been recognized, precautions were being
taken.

All aircraft at Charleston Air Force Base had been evacuated.

The Navy's

Mine Force Ships had been moved to hurricane bert�s·at the Navy Shipyard, up
the Cooper River.

Small private craft were urgec to nave up river, too.

No

�ention was made of civil defense measures, or of plans to evacuate low-lying
areas, or of the exis-::ence of e�ergency shelters.

�eaders were told only to

check their supplies o:: canc.les, canned heat, oil. lai.:ps, and easily prepared
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foods.
Dangerous as the storm was, it was not without �e�efits.
cular, stood to ::ienefit.

Farmers, in parti

Zarly rains, "co;:1ing w:i.t'.1out the full force of hu:::ricane

winds, .were received ·.-:ith joy by farmers whose cro_?s have been s:..:.ffering fro:-:i
lac'.-:: o: moisture."
feeling of alarm.

This, and one other piece of in::or.nation, detracted fro:.1 t�e
And that was the happy report that previous accounts of <la.�age

and loss of life in Haiti were false.
When aazel hit, she hit hard.

A storm surge of over ten feet driven by winds

of 110 miles per hour smashed the resort coast above Georgetown, destroying or
dar.1aging most of the ocean front homes from Pawley' s !sland well into North
Carolina.

On Saturday, October 16, the Uews and Co:.ir::..er reported the losse::;.

Electric, telephone, telegraph, water, and sewer s�•s te::ns were knocked out; fishing
.:,:>iers •.-1ere washed away; falling trees pushed in t:.1e roofs and walls of houses ancJ.
crushed automobiles.

Property da;nage was estir�ated at ten million dollars.

Myrtle Beach there was little damage to the beach itself.

.At

:Sut at the height of

the blow, waves raced across 200 feet of sand and "cl1ewec huge bites" out of
the higher ground bordering Ocean Boulevard, "undercutting foundations and
destroying buildings."

On i?awley's Island a new housing development was wiped

o-.it ''except for two ho�ses on stilts."

All the sand. ck.::-ies "disappeared," and

the storm surge cut "t�-,o· new inlets into the cr'ee}�" se_?arating the island fro"'
the mainland.
A second story breathed a sigh of relief for Charleston.
Hazel: Aids Stricken Area,"

"City Escapes

A National Guard Medical unit and the city Red Cross

offered assistance to Georgetown.

A third story announced that the Small Business

Administratio::1 would maY-e disaster loans at 3 perce�t interest to owners of
businesses and houses damaged or destroyed by the !rnrricane.
P. whole page of photogra,?hs r:1.ade the str ongest state:nent about the tempest .
.¼l.yonc who stuJied. t�1e pictures of crumbled l10uses, flooded streets, pulverizec.
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automobiles, and burned.out buildings (from fires started by damaged fuel tanks)
was left with a feelinc; of awe for the power of a hu:::-ricane.
Coverage on t:-ie 17th followed Hazel's progress thro:.:gh I,orth Carolina where
at least eighteen people die-:: and property c.amage e:{ceeded that of South Ca:::-olina,
then on north, u:i;, into Canada, where !:azel devastate=. O:ltario.
in South Carolina who needed rain, !iazel was a boon.

3ut for farmers

Ea:_, crops and winter pastures,

beans and cucUii'.bers about to be harvested, the spring cabbage crop already in
seed beds--all would benefit from the more than five inches of rain that fell on
the lowcountry.

But the rains were not enough to benefit "the Santee-Coope.:?:'s

main water sources, the Broa& and Catawba River Sasins in western North Carolina�
Another article enumerated the losses, town by town, in the South Carolina
beach resort area.

Ocean Drive Beach (at Myrtle �eac:i):

Crescent Beach: of 105 cottages on the ocean

camaged, 200 of the� destroyed.
fro::it, 103 cestroyed.

of 380 cottages, 330

'·Jindy !Iill Beach: of 89 oceanfront beaches, 87 destroyed.

By and large, the tone of this day's coverage was upbeat.
Charleston was spared the worst of the stor:r.?

And why not, since

3ut t!1e feeling of relief and

euphoria car1 get in the way of perceiving the lessons of the storm.

Surely, we

should consider after ::azel that beachfront development is extremely risky and
nay a.lso be ecologically insane.

Yet, an editorial called "Storm 0!1 the Caro:ina

Strand" urged people to rebuild what was blown down, to fill in what was washed
away.

"Over the years, hurricanes seldom striJ�e the sa:.::.e place," the editorial

informed us,

Over how many years?

strike the same place.

Over enough years hurricanes will very likely

"The attractions of beach life outweigh the occasio�al

blows from the wind and sea."

Do they?

Has Killer :::azel already slipped into

the category of an "occasiona:!. blow"?
In case of storm, t�e editorial went on, the Carolina strand is protected
'.Jy "the flat cou:1tryside, e::cellent hir,;hw.::.ys, and ease of communications \vhicl:
m,;2'.:e it possible to g2t out."

:�a!J t:ie editorial writer forgott:en that i:. ti:.:e
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of extreme storm surge, .nany of those excellent highways and much of that flat
countryside will be uncler water?

Ne see in this e::li·::.orial what happens when a

disagreeable me�sage clash2s wit� an entrenched a���t�de--t�e old outloo� st�ys
intact, and the Message is distorted to fit it.
Coverage of aur::icane Hazel continued through O;:i:ober 20, by which time the
storm had blown itself o�t in northern Ca.�ada.

On t�e 20th, the News and Courier

reported the arrival at Myrtle Beach of combat engineer t!."opps and equipment
from Fort Bragg, North Carolina.

Soldier s were to \elp clear up the mess alor.g

sixty miles of South Carolina coast.

I�Jnediately they ran into diffic�lties, on

the issue of handling private property.

In order to move buildings that were

blocking roads, troops first had to obtain signed releases from the owners, so
·;:hat they would not be charged with injuring what the hurricane had already played
havoc with.
On the very day, the 19th ! that South Carolina. received assurances of federal
aid for hurricane relief, Governor Byr::es requested fed�ral drought dj_saster
relief to ease a water shortage in Anderson.
Hurricane Gracie
Hurricane Gracie had been news for six days, vying for space on the front
page of the News- and Courier with accounts of Soviet Pre�ier Kurschev 1 s visit to
th� united States, when she struck the lower Caroli�a coast.

The eye of the

storm passed over St. �1elena Island, ten miles ea�t of Beaufort, on TUesday
morning, the 29th of Septer:tber, 1959.
reported on the waterfront.

Top winds of 125 miles per hour were

Gracie r.iovec1 northwesterly and greeted Nalterboro

wit:1 100 mile-per-hour wiad::;; the!1, in the sa::;,.e course, to Bamberg, where peak
wi:1ds hit 75 miles per hou::; .3.:--i.d then, rnoving mo�e :-10::-ti.1e:?:"ly, to Columbia, whc::::e
winds registered as much as 60 miles per hour.
sh: feet above nortr.al.

c:1arleston experienced a tide

Fort•..mately, the storm hit at low tide; had it hit at

high tide the results would h�ve been disastrous.
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G:::-acie formed off the eastern tip of Cuba, on Sept.ewer 22.

On the 23rd,

when we first read about :her, she was 400 miles east of !l'.ia;;ni, with winds of 7S
�iles per hour around t�a center, and gale force winds for miles northwest of the
center, and 150 miles southwest.
on Thursday, the 24�h, up from the bottom of the page, center-left, Gracie
was re:,orted to be still east of Florida and crawling nort�1West, but picking up
speed and losing power.

Unlike coverage of Hurric.ane Eazel five years before,

wl�ich emphasized that I'!urricane' s erratic nature and warned readers to follow
it closely, early stories about Gracie tended to keep her remote from reader�•
concern, and relegate it to a kine of tropical curiosity object.
Then, on Friclay the 25th, Gracie was described as "clinging" to hurricane
status, .:i.s backing a!1d filling "over an erratic course" near the Bahamas, where
she "nearly lost her hurricane rating."

Her expected course, we were told,

would l:ee!) her movin'] :,:ia:::-allel to the Florid.a coast and at a considerable distance
off shore.

The assurance of this projection contradictc! the sense of erratiq

behavior we got from t.r.e previous paragraph of the story.

No mention� made

about how unreliable such _projections com.'nonly are.
Storie� on the 26th, 27t�, and 28th continued to play down the thr�at .of the
storm.

On the 26th, it was reported that a hurricane plane flew into the ·star.a-

remember that a navy ?lane could not fly into Hazel--and found winds of "barely
hurricane force, whipping around the eye."

On Sunday, the 27th, the lead

article on the front page concerned a tornado in �-'lissouri.
read, "Gracie Goes Out to Sea."

Beneath that we

Gracie is "no longer a hurricane," declared

the report, "and her threat to the U.S. !1ainland" is "fading fast."

Now about

500 miles east of Cape Canaveral and mo"ving northeast at 6 miles :r_:>er hour, Gracie
"appears destined to '.::>lo�.,. herself out in the Atlantic."

Even if Gracie were

to re']ai.n hurricane intensit�•, she wa:; expected to stay away from the mainland.
Th 2 se optinistic fo::ecasts gave form to what are really forr.,less data a::.d

-
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events.

Predictions we.rt!. clothed in the language of "destiny," as if the cou::::-se

and intensity of the storm were predetermined, and the job of forecasters was
to discover the hidc}en _pattern.

In these circu."!ls·=ances, hur::::-icane descriptions

resemble wishful thinl:i:1g :-,:ore than reality.
On the 28th, anot�1er weather phenomenon stole the headlines.
Vera Lashes Japan, Toll Tops 1000."

"Typhoon

Vera's rnaximu..'TI winds reachec an astounc-.ing

160 miles per hour, higher even than a castastrophic h�rricane.

Gracie, at

this moment, was reported to be moving west by northwest off the coast near the
Florida-Georgia line.

The weather report for Charleston and vicinity callee.

for "gale force winds and rough seas some distance offs:10re."
In all, Gracie r8ceived only seven sentences, and nothing in them calcu
lated to raise an alarm.
Not until the day she struck was Gracie's threat to Charleston acknowledgec..
On Thursday, the 29th, a banner headline proclaimed, "Gracie Takes Aim at Coa_st."
Now she is "a howling hurricane," and a "very dangero�s _hurricane."

It is

important to remember that Gracie was always dangerous, arid to view her in any
other light is to be ruled by preconceptions that incn�ase the hazards by lullir.g
us to inaction.
Now the forecast was for violent waves and flooding tides, and for wir.cs
of up to 125 miles per hour.

Again, as in Hurricane Hazel, the United States

military forces were taking the storm seriously.

:·Tavy ships were taking refuge

at berths in the Cooper River, and military aircraft had been evacuated.
This time, the News and Courier reported the readiness of emergency shelters.
In the second section of the newspaper, devoted to local news, several articles
described in greater details preparations :for the :mrricane.

Schools will close

a!1cl tl1e 1:ational G1.!arc. has been put on alert.

�'here ·was a list of shelters

serve<l by 'che Red Cross in Charleston County.

The sh.el te.?:"s are designatec. by

race:

this one for \-l:1i tes, that one for :.:,lac:(s.

•�:,e :'.\e!1-tion of race in a gui-.le
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for hurricane preparations shows the vigor with which old social mores hold on.
Another article on the 29th, entitled "Goat Man :Slase About Storm," tells
of an old man and woman livi.n'} on :Sig Goat Island who plan to "stay it out" in
defiance of any notice to evact:ate.

7his is a farr.i.liar '.:ind of story--t.'iink of

the old man who lived on :··It. St. ?.elens in Washington State and who, during
t�e recent volcanic activity, became a sort of national hero for his pluck and
his follishness in refusing to leave when the volcano threatened to blow.
Indeed, a late eruption buried hin and his house in tons of rock and ash.

As

to the fate of our goat-man, however, we are left in the dark, for the story was
not followed up.
Gracie srnas!1ed into t1"e coast between Savannah a:-id Charleston as predicted.
Winds of 125 :niles per hour blasted Edisto and Folly Islands.
inches of rain fell in a t:1irty-hqur period.

Nearly four

On �:ednesday; the 30th ! the da:,

after the storm, the �,ews and Courier ran· the most eJ:tensive hurricane re9orting
it had ever carried in a single issue.

In the leac story, the observer crecited

a low casualty toll to the fact that the stonn hit at low tide.
11

Still, it was

tl1e most dangerous storm in :::1emory 11 to the South Carolina Electric and <:ias

Company, which suffered a half-million dollars in daraage to power company
equip:nent.
shelters.

Gracie roused a!::lout 3 ,COO refugees to Charleston County eme_rgency
Seventy-five �ercent of the county lost electric power, and conse

quently, 2eople must have bee� cut off from their water supplies as well.

A

power failure at the city waterworks interrupted the flow of tap water in the
city.
A second artic),.e on the front page of Wednesday's edition sum.."'!larized the
"trouble-making history" of :-1urricane Gracie.

The article described Gracie's

"pounding race" for the Sout:-i Carolina coast, and paid hc:image to her unpredic
ta�ility--a far cry from the attitude of observers only three days before.
A photograph on the front 9age sho•,1 ed t:1e west stands of Johnson Hagooc

--.
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Stadiu.� crumbling fro� the wind and rain.
Finally on the front page was a list of fifteen :acre stories about Gracie
to be found on the inside pages--including articles abo�t the effect of the
storm on the shape of the beaches, the effects on cro?s, on telep�one service,
on milk deliveries. A.�d storias anout insurance claiss, rescue operations, and
the roles of ham operators and the Highway Patrol.
On Folly Beach, where 200 people "rode out" the hurricane, all front row
houses were damaged.

Roads on the east end of the ·.•island were washed away.

Crops that had benefited from the rains of Hurricane Bazel, in 1954, were hurt
by the winds and rains of Gracie.

Hay, Pecan, and snapbean crops suffered.

Insurance adjusters arriving in Charleston e;:pected claims in the county
to e:..:ceed two million dollars.
The County Health Director, Dr. Leon Banov, ,-,arn�d readers of health hazards
related to the hurricane.

For example, flood water was contaninating drinking

\•later ,vherever people used private wells, which too:-: in _:nest of the people in
the county.

Dr. Banov instructed readers on sterilizing their water.

He also

cautioned about using spoiled foods from refrigerators knocked out by the power
failure.
Gracie bypassed Gaorgetm-m and the Strand, though a tornado spaw:-ied.;.by
her damaqed homes in Garden City.
Thursday's coverage (October 1) was also comprehensive.

Articles in the

main section dealt mainly with property losses and J�inds of federal aid that
might be made available for rebuilding.

Four federal agencies would be offer

ing funds to South Carolina �esidents and business�e:1--the S�all Business
Acministration, the Department of Agriculture's Agriculture Credit Service,
the Rural 2lectrification Administration, and the F<!.r:ners Home Administration.
For South Carolina to be eligible for this federal relief, her municipal,
county, a:1tl state govern�ents

mus·;:

spe:1d one nillion c�ollars of their own
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on relief and repairs.
Insurance claims, it was now estimated, would to:;, 4.2 ;nillion dollars.
Other stories included a:1 account o= h•.1rricane c.a.:::age on Edisto Island; a
wary look at Hurricane �:an�a:1, churning up the Atlantic some 850 miles east of
Ca9e Canaveral; and an e:,:cellent history of hurrican-=- trac!cing

ancl the state

of meteorological knowledge, written by John Cummings of the Charleston
Weather Bureau.

Cummings recalled the Beaufort storm of 1893, in which at
'·\

least one thousand and probably closer to two thousand people died, and the
Galveston, Texas, hurricane that killed six thousand people.

In both cases,

the storm surge struc:c without warning. "This should r.ot happen today," said
Cununings, "with our search planes,· radar, rapid and accurate communications.
"3ut," Cummings addec!, "you must run many ·ciraes wl1en tl:e =iig bad wolf aoes
not come. "

Cummings made no apologies for having to •:ram peo!:)le of a danger

th_at might not come to pass.

�:re do not know enough a�:iout hurricanes yet to co

differently, "but we are learning fron every storm."

"t,iay!)e some 0.ay we will

be qood enough"--to :,redict perfectly the behavior of a hurricane--"but not
today, and not to�orrow."
And not yet, either, as Hurricane David has de.�onstrated.
October lst's edition includes a special twenty-four page supplement called
"Wind, Waves and Fire."

'!'his was a biography of hurricane Gracie in photographs,

a vivid statement of a hurricane's power and of hU1"\an vulnerability.
Lastly, on October 2, the newspaper carried.the results of a Red Cross
Aerial Survey of the lm,,country.

Between Beaufort anc"! Charleston, inland as

far as Walterboro, 48 homes were destroyed, 349 ho:::es suf::ered major damage,
and 4,115 homes suffered minor a��age.

H•.irricane David
Hurricane David �.;ay be more remembered for the mosquitoes that bred in its
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wake than for its storm surge or winds.
smalJ_ threat but beca..-:.e
hurricane, "
•
..1 ion.

2.

Whereas Grc cie ,·1as advertised as a

destroyer, David was early on r:eported to· be a "killer

but when he s tr--1ck -::he lowcount,.7 l1c was ::,ore like ·a larnb than a

Some people ca:'..led h:..m

11

a false alarr1. 11

';:'o ·::ne rle·.,s and courier, David

\•1as an "occa.::,ion for a d.=ill, 11 a time when people co�:cl learn abo�1t hurrica.,cs

and emergency preparedness without experiencing the brunt of the storm.
David made the front :,age of the News and Courier for the first time on
August 29, 1979.
he was cailed.

"One of the most dangerous storrai ever to threaten the Carri�ean,"
Before losing sowe of his strnegth, he was compared to the hu::::ri

canes of 1831, in the Darbadoes, and 1891, in Martinique.
The ne:;:t day it ,·1as reported that David struck and caused heavy damage on
the isla,1<ls of Dominica, �a!:'tinique, and St. Lucia.

::urricane winds were rad.i-

a ting 50 miles from the center of the sto1;IU, and gal� winds reached out 150 ::-,i:es.
The storm was moving slowly northwest.
On Friday, the 31st, we read more of David's havoc i� the CaribDean.

All

buildings in the Dominican captial of P.oscau were re::>orted flattened, and a
:-1.-.!.'ilier of people dead.

Still heading n orthwest, David was predicted to miss

Puerto Rico.
Then, a change occurred.

On Septe:nber 1, we read that Hurricane David

"turned abruptly from its open-sea course Friday and slarr:rned ashore in the
Dominican Republic with winds up to 150 miles per ho-.ir."
This change in character and direction meets the newspaper's need for �oille
developu1ent to keep a situation newsworthy.

The cha."lge �eans, really, that

the storm could pose a threa·t to us, though it is not yet near us.

But it is

s!1owing its unpredictable nat1re and its capacity to regain hurricane strengt:1
over water, after it �eens to ?lay itself out on la�d.
In Sa:-ito Domingo, ca?i-:::1.l of the Dom::.nican Rc,:n1blic, wind U:'.:)rooted tre8s,
t�p::,led utility poles and sniled roofs off buildL:g::, "li!-�e playing cards."
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David did hit Puerto Rico, in spite of ::,redictions to the co!itrary, killing at
least twelve people.

-

":'he Governor of Puerto Rico asked that his island be

declared a disaster area, �ecause of hea\� losses in cof�ee and s�gar crops,
and the destruction of thousands of house�.
0:1 the island of !)o::1inica, the dea·::.h toll had ris.e:1 to twenty-six.
ne::t stop might be eastern Cuba.

Da·,;i�'s

As vet there was "no ·.1ay of knowing if it :;:;iight

tur.1 north toward the United States."
The storm did turn, as we know, and on Sepm.aber 2 it was re9orted that a
storm watch had been posted in Florida.

David had lost some energy over the

mountains of eastern Cuba, but was expected to restore itself over open water.
Predictions were guarded and equivocal.

It might go t!1ere, or it might come

"It could hit Florida and move up the coast, or it could move west to

here.

the Gulf of Mexico."
There was no r:iore taH:: about trac:dng hurricap.es with Navy hurricane hu::cter
planes.

Tracking in 1979 de2ended on photographic re.:_:)orts from satellites a:-,cl

on other data from unmanned equipl:\ent.

Gone is the David and Goliath drama of

:no::-:t;;il men duelling di::-:ectl�· with a superior nat�ral fo:::-ce.
technical.

The drama is more

It pits the er=atic nature of the hurricane against the problem

solving ability of men eq�ipped with science.
On page 2 of Sunday's newspaper there was a nap ::racking the paths-of
Hurricane David and of a newcomer, Frederick, whose ::;tatus had just been up
graded to a hurricane.

A hurricane watch has been issued from Key West through

Palm Beach--for Hurricane David.

"Watch . . . does not imply immediate action,"

explained Dr. Neil Frank, director of the National Hurricane Center.

It means

that people should be read�,.
Re:iorts sa.id th.at in their readiness people were stoc'.-:ing up on gasolir.c,
food and liquor.

Sor..e peo.?le were planning "hurricane s,arties:"

they must

havo been a";'long the SC :7erc�nt of South Florida reside!1ts who had never e:,pcri-

-
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enced an extreme hurricane.

Not since Betsy struc'.� in 1965 had Florida's

Atlantic coast faced such a threat.

On Sept.neber 3, it was reported that hurri-

ca.,e warnings had been s;::.ve� from the Central Keys to C2.pe Canaveral, a dista::-ice
of 230 ;niles, and a hurricane watch for the coast bet\•;een Cape Canaveral and
A warning i::; mo:::-e serious than a watch.

Jacksonville.

li}:elihood that the storm will strike.

It indicate!; a greater

But in regard to David, said a Weather

Bureau forecaster, "we don't have a firm feel yet of w!1ere that will be."
One article descirbed preliminary preparationi in Charleston by the Navy
and the Red Cross.
of nature."

Another article described a hurricane as "a safety valve

This piece provided unusual depth of background.

A hurricane "is

a necessary part of atr.iosph�ric conditions" that di:.:;:ierses heat built up in tha
tropics.

Hurricanes 11ave a purpose that we cannot ap?reciate wh ile we are con-

fronting them.
The ne:,t day's banner headline reported, "Area Braci:lg for David."

Some
-�anic
.. buying was reported,
.

enough, David was going to hit near Charleston.
but nothing like what went

0::1

in Florida.

Su;:e

The Chc=.rlesto:1 County Disaster

Pre9aredness Agency and the Red Cross are ready to act, but so far have not
issued warnings to evacuate.
A second headline declared,

11

:iurricane Smashes Flo:?:ida Coast."

The story

led with the news that 800 people are known dead in the hurricane in the
Do�incan Republic.

In Florida, David has demolished �obile home trailers and

blown off many house roofs.

The hurricane is moving north at 8 to 10 miles

per hour, packing winds of 90 miles per hour.

Hurrica.,,e warnings are posted

fror:i Savannah through Charleston, and a hurrica!1e watch f:::-om Charleston through
Cape Eatteras.
David spared Charleston his stronqes·;: blow.

':'he hurricane "abruptly

changed its collision course with Char:eston and roared into Savannah."

The

:Je\-/s ancl Courier repo:::-te:'. o:-i ·::he 5th that ea;::y in the sarr,e cay the storr.i was
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centered just east of Columbia, noving northeaster I}·.

•·faen David struck land

t-.e was a :r.-.i:-iimal hurricane, with winds just over 7 4 "1ile3 9e� hour, and a . ctor.n
sur•:Je of four to five feet.

Coming nea.::- high tiC::.e, Da-..id brought flooding t.o

�.any low-lying areas, and caused se•rere beaci1 erosion in several places.
It was in<leec. an

:iere and gone, witho".!� delivering a l:.nockout :?U.:.c:-:..
"occasion for a drill," as the News and Courier called

. ....

l. '-.

Local shelters �-,ere

indicating that communication was active between forecasters, ernerge:1cy
preparation spokesmen, and residents of the lowcou.�try.

�..bout 5 percent of t�e

people living on the Isle of Palms, Sullivans Island, a�d Folly Beach sat o�t
the storm at home.
A.'1 article on page 2 of the second section reviewec the effectivenecs of
storm preparations.

"Despite a few kinks, the evac·.::a�ion. effort prompteu by

r.:urricar1e Da�,id ge!"!erally ran smoothly, as an esti.,,ated 20,000 people sought
te.nporary shelter. . . . "

'l'hat is a lot of people, a.'1d it is not surprising

that there were :;orne "kinks."

One of those was a proble::t in cor..rnunication,

or perhaps it was a proble;:a of determining just w:10 i·ras in charge.

Willia.-n

�1olfe, direc�or of Charleston County's Disaster Pr9paredness Agency, said his
agency "had some difficulty in locating shelters and ?rov-iding the food that'!:i
i!l the shelters."
rlllOther feature gave a hu=ricane chronology a!ld noted the use of satellite
:,hotogra�h!: in tracking the storm.

I�o r:lore do we rel:;r on the navy pla.-i.es a,c

the clari:-,g rne:1 who tried to penetrate the storm a::1d relay their first hand

Also in the second section there were phctogr3p�s showing Charleston area
:::-esiC:ents lashing dm-m win:3.ows and re!:1.oving boat� fro;:: the water.

We read

that :,;ew ::nglanc., which badly needed rain, was getting ready to welcone this

D:ivid made naws for three more cays.

On Thursda�:, the ·6th, there were
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contradictory reports of hurricane losses.
"Grand Strand Losses !-!eavy."

A fl;'.ont page headline declared,

Sut the story contains a different message.

Property damage is rni�i:r:a2.., .:;a:Ld the state Zrnergc-:1cy Pre:,ared..riess Division.
Damage to crops is lig!1t, S::).id the State Agricult'..lre De;;art:nent.

Another heac-

"Disaster Averted State·,dde."

1 ine su.'tl.":'led up the situation:

We :night ask, how was diGaster averted?

By our efforts and oi;r strategies?

Or by a stroke of luck a."1d the grace of God that the hurricane turned away a.--id
diminished at the last r.::ornent?

There is no doubt that preparing for hurrica:ies

saves lives--directly by publicizing ·and making available means to safety, and
i:1directly by keeping u� ale�ted to the storm's pote�tial and direction, so
that we can make inforr.1ed c1ecisions a!:>out what we each ::-iust do.
P::eparedness spokesme:1 are the first to say that loss

Yet, Emergency

of life and property

in hurrica:..1.es has been sr:-iall because we have not truly been tested.

It is not

a question of "if" a certain oceanfront corrununity--one that may not have bee:i
there for the last hurricane--will be hit, it is a q_;.iestion of "when."
coverage of David ended on Friday, September 7.
Status," read the headline.

"Folly Seeks Disaster

'!'he Mayor of Folly Eeach asked the Ar.ny Corps of

Engineers to speed the. job of refurbishing the beaches.

No one mentioned here,

or anywhere else in the news:?aper, that beaches re:'.:)uild themselve3, though not
necessarily in the sa':le places.

What the mayor wants, and what everyone who

builds on the beachfront wants, is for raen to irnr.iobilize beaches and islands
that nature makes migratory.
In a sad note to a� otherwise successful eve.cuation effort, county sc�ool
officials complained that several schools were vandalized by people who sought
shelter in them.

The R�d Cross agrees to pay for repairs.

This incident

raises the tricky question of liability for state or cou;:ity property utilized
for shelters.

Disaster p:..-�:)a.:::-edness officials mu3t. :1ope that people will not.

reject going to a shelter becau:::;e of the ris;� of unrest or vandalism at the
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building.

Overall, ·the l,ew:::; and Courier's reporting of :,:.:rri=ane David was thoro•.i.gh
.:ind professional.

Reac1.ers might have benefite:i, !:.o�-.1e·,1e:::-, fro=i knowing the

c?unty's evacuation �lans in advance of the star.�.

Pe=taps the greatest si:1gle

servi::::e the newspape=- co�ld add to its coverage \••ould 0e to run an annual feature
on hurricanes, a supplement at the beginning of the :1urricane season meant to
be clipped out and saved.

This public service would also increase the intelli

giDility of the newspaper's hurricane stories when they begin to fly.
In its editorial co:.1me:1t, or lack of comment, the :,ews and Courier see;:;:s
no J.onger to see unbridled development as the only logical co';.lrse for the f:.:.ta:::-e
of the oceanfront and barrier islands.
to conventional ideas, eithe:::-.

But it has not discussed alternatives

It has not come as far as saying that there a:::-e

other \Jays for man to s;1ow hi::. indomitability than to �ui!d against the resista�ce
of powerful forces of nature.
:-?urricane David was taJ:en seriously by Charlesto:1 observers fron early
reports on.
her.

Hurricana Gracie had to hit us on the �ea� Defore we would believe

nurricane Hazel hesitated, gathering up her s�=ength, before she struck

the Carolina s.

Each turricane was reported in a si�i:a= sequence that, in

newspaper lingo, is called a "phase structure�"

':'!1at is, each storm passed

through phases that correspond in some measure to its actual development and
in so�e measure to the need of the daily newspaper to supercede yesterday's
news.
From coverage of the three storms, we could not conclude that our power
to predict tl,e course and intensity of hurricanes has increased ;nuch in the
last quarter century.

What has de�initely advanced i� our means of tracking,

of telling just where stor.:.s are at 9a=ticular mor..ents.

:�aving greater know:'..edge

cloas not enable us to control hurricanes, but·it does_-::-,a�c:.e us :>etter able to
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control their impact on property and hu.�an life.

-

If a killer hurricane were to

threaten Charleston today, it would be met with great confidence.

Not the con

fidence that comes from experience, because the rnajori�y of lowcountry residents
�ave never faced a killer sto'!Til.

Rather, it is the confi dence of inexperience,

co=nbine<l with faith in science and civil defense �o carrJ us through.

It

cannot be stressed enough that this confidence and faith have yet to be trJly
tested.
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